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ProtecWork From Snickers Workwear
Protective working clothes and accessories designed and certified against the
most exacting PPE Standards
This new range of advanced Protective

The Hultafors Group PPE portfolio, which

Wear for heat and flame, electrostatic,

includes Snickers Workwear, Solid Gear

mechanical and chemical risk environments

Footwear and Hellberg Safety is supported

is fully EN-accredited. It’s complimented by

by a profiling and fitting service for a wide

the new specialist equipment from Hellberg

range of corporate requirements and risk

Safety which includes hearing and face

environments. Find out more about the fully

protection products plus communication

accredited PPE range by calling the Helpline

solutions for personal safety on site.

on 01484 854788.

#InventingWorkwear
The Hultafors Group UK PPE Portfolio:

www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

www.solidgearfootwear.com

www.hellbergsafety.com

Hultafors Group UK Limited

Unit N3 Gate 4 | Meltham Mills Industrial Estate | Meltham | Holmfirth | HD9 4DS
Tel: 01484 854488 | Fax: 01484 854733
Email: sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk
Web: www.hultaforsgroup.co.uk
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Welcome

The A+A exhibition is the largest trade fair in Europe
and attracts more than 65,000 visitors to the 1,800
exhibitors stands. As media partners for A+A, this is a
very important event, both for us, and the rest of the
professional clothing industry.

It is a huge gathering, housed in a massive complex of
buildings (the Messe Düsseldorf) in Westphalia, Western
Germany and here at PCIAW®VOICE, we will be among the
visitors to the venue during its three-day staging of the
exhibition. We will be distributing copies of the magazine
during that time so, feel free to stop and talk to us!
The entire professional clothing industry acknowledges the
importance of this exhibition and that is reflected in our
coverage of it in this issue of the magazine.
We have a piece on the exhibition and its history detailing
how it grew from a simple gathering of local traders way back
in the 16th century, into the massive event it is today.
The only other subject that seems as important at the
moment is Brexit. Opinions on this matter seem to vary
between welcoming our impending exit with open arms and
preparing for the next English Civil War! It has certainly been
a divisive topic.
By the time you read this, the UK will, hopefully, know what
its fate will be regarding this thorny subject. Whether we
have left with a deal or “no deal” should be cut and dried
but, judging by the way the rest of the negotiations have
progressed, it might be best to wait and see.

Shaun
Hutson
Editor

You will find the opinions of some of the PCIAW® directors on
the subject of Brexit in this edition of the magazine.
Regardless of the outcome, I’m sure it will be a subject that
will be at the forefront of everyone’s mind for a while to come.
As well as these issues, we have our usual array of fascinating
articles by regular contributors (Sugdens and Snickers for
example) and, also by some who are new to our magazine.
Articles on body measuring by Size Stream and Sizer are to be
found and I would urge anyone interested in this fascinating
technology to read them.
We also have a very welcome contribution from Natalie
Wilson, Managing Director of Shield360 and an article about
one of the 2019 PCA VISION awards entrants, Mariah Esa.
These are just small examples of our determination to support
women within the professional clothing industry.
Our own chairman, John Miln, has his say on the PCIAW®.
Steve Zalkin (President of NAUMD), has also contributed a
fascinating piece for this issue.
We realize that you will be reading this in October but, as
there isn’t another print issue of the magazine before the end
of the year, we will, despite the incredulity of some colleagues,
wish all our readers a very Merry Christmas and prosperous
New Year!
We look forward to seeing you in 2020.

Leah Westcott Graham and Shaun Hutson – The editorial team.

Leah
Westcott
Graham
Editor

T: +44 (0)1908 411 415
E: shaun@pciaw.org
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In partnership with Milliken® & Company

PCIAW® at A+A
The international trade fair in Düsseldorf is one
of the biggest events of the year.
Between November 5th – November 8th, more
than 65,000 visitors will frequent more than
1,800 exhibitors stands.
Come and talk to us. We’ll be giving out copies
of PCIAW®VOICE magazine so come and get
a copy and see how it, and we, can help your
business.
For more information contact leah@pciaw.org,
alynne@pciaw.org or shaun@pciaw.org
Or call +44 (0) 1908 411 415

Protection has
to be taken

personally.
Efficient equipment for protection, digital
innovations, individual solutions, functional and
fashionable clothing – as the world’s No. 1 show,
A+A offers you an impressive range of the latest
products and ideas. Come and see for yourself
the best in functionality and comfort. Appropriate
protection means an individual solution –
because PEOPLE MATTER.

5 - 8 NOVEMBER 2019
DÜSSELDORF, GERMANY

AplusA.de/safety
International Trade Shows Link Ltd.
(UK Representative of Messe Düsseldorf)
Exhibition House _ 12 Hockley Court _ Hockley Heath _ Solihull
West Midlands _ B94 6NW
Tel: +44(0)1564 781871 _ DDI: +44(0)1564 781869
E-mail: chloe@itsluk.com _ Website: www.itsluk.com
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INFO

This Issue Diary Dates
November 2019
5 - 7 November
Outdoor Retailer Winter Market
Denver, CO, USA
www.outdoorretailer.com
Justin Gottlieb, Director of
Communications, Emerald Expositions
Tel: +1 (949) 226-5754.
Email: justin.gottlieb@emeraldexpo.com
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5 - 8 November
A+A Trade Fair
Düsseldorf, Germany
www.aplusa-online.com
A+A 2019 will once again be the
largest international trade forum for
safety, security and health at work.

Take the red pill...
Also in this issue:
Body scanning | The never-ending question of Brexit | A+A: The biggest and best | Working in extreme temperatures
A view from across the pond | New in sustainability | Women show the way on re-cycling

Front cover:
Size Stream: Take the red pill...

12 - 16 November
International Sourcing Expo
Australia Melbourne VIC, Australia
Australia’s premier international
sourcing show for apparel, accessories
and textiles.
www.internationalsourcingexpo.com

18 - 20 November
Operational Excellence and Risk
Management Summit
London, UK
bit.ly/2Ydqu39

December 2019
4 - 5 December
Long-Fibre Thermoplastics
Düsseldorf, Germany
www.ami.international/events/
event?Code=C1014#11500
Tel: +44 (117) 314-8111.
Email: info@ami.international

January 2020
7 - 10 January
Heimtextil
Frankfurt, Germany
www.heimtextil.messefrankfurt.com

June 2020

13 - 15 November
Intex South Asia - Sri Lanka
Colombo, Sri Lanka
www.intexfair.com

16 - 17 June 2020
PCIAW® Summit & Awards
Radisson Blu Edwardian,
London Heathrow.
www.pciaw.org
Email: leah @pciaw.org

Get in touch:
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T: +44 (0) 1908 411 415
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Contributors:
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Peter Dumigan
Steve Zalkin

IT Consultant:
Jason Watkins
jason@jitcomputerservices.com
Print:
i-print mk

Magazine Subscriptions:
UK - Free
Overseas - £135 per annum
Online - £99 per annum
www.pciaw.org
+44 (0)1908 411 415

Published by:
PCIAW® Ltd
South House 3A, Suite 4,
Bond Estate, Bond Avenue,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes
MK1 1SW

info@pciaw.org
facebook.com/pciaw
@PCIAWOfficial
PCIAW
Professional Clothing Awards

The opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily those shared by the editor or publishers. Although the highest level of care has been taken to ensure accuracy the publishers do
not accept any liability for omissions or errors or claims by contributors or advertisers, neither do we accept liability for for damage or loss of unsolicited contributions. The publishers exercise
the right to alter and edit any material supplied. This publication is protected by copyright and may not be reproduced in part or in full without specific written permission of the publishers.
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OUR NEW MEN’S & WOMEN’S

AWARD WINNING
TRAINER AND HIKER RANGE
Interested in the range? Please call us on 01249 651900
or email sales@v12footwear.com

Follow us on social for the latest
industry insights, V12 news and more.
@v12footwear

Interview with John Miln,
Chairman of PCIAW®
As certain assets of Marston Consulting, the company
behind director-e, the Professional Clothing Awards,
PCA VISION and the Meet the Buyers networking
opportunities, has been acquired by the Professional
Clothing Industry Association Worldwide (PCIAW®),
Leah Westcott Graham, Editor of PCIAW®VOICE had
the pleasure of speaking with the PCIAW®’s Chairman,
John Miln, to hear his thoughts on the inception of the
PCIAW®, the benefits it offers to its members and its
ambitions for the future.
How does the PCIAW® fit into the landscape of the
Professional Clothing industry?
The primary objective of the association is to bring the entire
sector of the professional clothing industry together, in order to
be the voice for the sector and represent its interests with the
widest possible reach. The role of representation is to create
alliances; engage with government and regulatory bodies to
influence decisions; support opportunities for members to
grow their businesses and celebrate their successes. It is also
to communicate their expertise, innovation and creativity to
increase awareness of the sector and its contribution to industry
at large. In this way the association will be run by the members
for the members.
In what way does the PCIAW® benefit its members?
Value in PCIAW® membership is derived on a
number of fronts; to represent the industry
and act with one voice; to create and sustain
a strong network that stretches the entire
breadth of the professional clothing industry;
to act as a meeting place for members; to
add value and business opportunities to our members through
the connection of all members to outside sectors; to celebrate
the industry through events such as the PCIAW® Awards; to
encourage and facilitate peer to peer learning and innovation
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through the PCIAW® Summit and subsequent webinars. Value
in PCIAW® membership comes from listening to our members’
needs and offering them the solutions and tools needed to excel.
What are you planning for the future of the PCIAW® and how
will this encourage membership?
Our primary goal is the value proposition to our existing and
future members. This comes in many formats but our key aims
for the immediate future of the PCIAW® is to further develop
the tender portal on the PCIAW®’s website. Recognising the
importance of the buyers/business managers that are at
the centre of the professional clothing industry, we are also
developing the first PCIAW® Uniform Buyers Network, which
will be run by the buyers for the buyers. We are also cultivating
our newly launched PCIAW®VOICE, to be a primary source
of industry news as well as offer our members key exposure
for their businesses growth. We are planning to grow our
international reach further by establishing more partnerships
with global companies. Our connectivity with our members
via social media platforms, our website and PCIAW® VOICE
will help to expand our network of membership, which, in turn,
will strengthen the PCIAW®’s position and engagement with
government.
How is the PCIAW® linked with the UKFT and what does this
mean for the members?
The UK Fashion & Textile Association is the umbrella body for
the entire fashion, textile and footwear
industry and PCIAW® is a Federated
Association member alongside other
key associations covering Scottish
Textiles; Huddersfield Textile Centre of Excellence, British Fashion
Council; British Footwear Association and the Textile Services
Association to name but a few. The PCIAW® will act as the one
voice for the entire professional clothing industry, to partner with
the UKFT in order to support lobbying government on behalf
of our industry. The UKFT also offers the PCIAW® the ability to

Buyers’ Guide

Uniform Buyers’ Network

www.pciaw.org

connect with experts as well as being the Sector Skills provider
promoting (and helping to fund) training and skills development in
the industry recognised by Government. They also run successful
seminars on everything from exporting to U.K. manufacturing to
which PCIAW® members can attend at a discount.
The PCIAW® is governed by a non-executive board of
directors. How does their role impact the association and its
direction?
The PCIAW®’s board of directors have, between them, over 100
years of experience and are drawn from the key sectors of the
professional clothing industry – corporatewear, workwear, PPE,
footwear and accessories. The board includes international
representation to help seek alliances on a global basis. This
representation is advantageous to the association’s ability to
guide our members from around the world with quality support
and information for their own business’s growth.
As an international association, how will the PCIAW® strive
to connect with businesses globally?
Whilst embryonic, the association has already built alliances in
the U.S., Canada,
Europe and India.
It is our intention
to increase our
international reach,
namely by providing
exhibitors with a
venue to meet and
network, such as our allocated space at the forthcoming A+A
trade show in Düsseldorf in November 2019.
The PCIAW® Uniform Buyers Network is set to offer the
buyers in the professional clothing industry closed-shop
networking opportunities. Why has this been established by
the PCIAW® and what does it plan to offer?
PCIAW®VOICE

Summit & Awards
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The guiding principle of the association as a whole is to bring
together buyers and suppliers. The PCIAW® aims to act as a
conduit and voice by working with the team of buyers who will
run the Buyers Network. Our aim to bring both the buyer and
supplier together by allowing them the individual space for
networking, debate and communication and then facilitating
the cross-fertilisation of innovation and invention for purposeful
collaboration. We understand, at the PCIAW®, that the buyers’
key concern is that of cost. The PCIAW® hopes to encourage
its membership, by demonstrating through the PCIAW®
Uniform Buyers Network, that we are able to bring in experts
on issues of sustainability,
size and fit, CSR, tenders
and other pressing concerns
of the buyers, that will offer
them substantial advice and
opinions on the issues they
struggle with most.
What is the biggest challenge you envision for the PCIAW®
and how do you plan to overcome it?
As a new association, the biggest challenge is bringing the
industry together, whilst promoting its skills, innovation,
sustainability and quality. By adding value to our members,
which in turn encourages future membership, it gives us
greater leverage to act on their behalf, as their voice, business
facilitator and its network.
Is there anything you would like to say to the professional
clothing industry as a whole?
We’re here to serve you. By being part of the association, you
have the opportunity to influence who we are and what we will
aim to achieve. The PCIAW® will always be run by the members,
for the members, and as such, we are delighted to welcome all
facets of the industry to join our association so as we, together,
raise the profile, awareness of, and contribution of, our great
industry.
Uniform Buyers’ Network

www.pciaw.org
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BREXIT:
The Never-ending Questions
Deal or no deal. Good or bad. Disastrous or beneficial.
No one, it seems, has any definitive answers when it comes
to Brexit. Following on from Adam Mansell’s fascinating
observations on the subject at the PCIAW® summit, we
took a closer look at Brexit and asked the directors of
PCIAW® to give us their views on this most complex and
sometimes divisive topic.
How do you think Brexit will impact on your business and
the industry in general?
Simon Hunter - Whether you are a Brexit fan or not, it is difficult
to argue with the fact that it is a major change and one which
carries considerable known or highly likely risks (£ versus $ or €,
probable tariffs, additional costs for company’s coping with the
changes, ease of access to EU labour, ease of access to buy or
sell in the EU etc.) but with unknowable potential upsides (until
individual trade deals are done there is not much we can know
for sure).
Business does not like this uncertainty. Many businesses are
known to be holding back on investment decisions as shown by
IoD/CBI/CoC surveys over the period post the Brexit vote.
It is a fact that the £ has dramatically weakened against the $
and this will place a strain on the profits for many companies in
our sector – most of us buy in $ in Asia and then sell in £ in fixed
price selling contracts. This depresses profitability.
Hunter is a financially robust company; we have zero debt and
are proud of having a 2A1 D&B rating with very strong and
growing net assets year on year. This financial strength allows us
to buffer against periods of challenge like Brexit, so we will be
okay. There are many companies in the market who traditionally
try to win on lowest price, or who take too many risks and it is
they, and the companies that are most highly leveraged, that will
feel the greatest sting from Brexit. I think there will be another
industry shake down in the next 12 months following Brexit and
some in our sector will disappear.
Charlotte Jay – There is still a large amount of uncertainty, but
we do know that any changes are unlikely to be immediate. There
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may be a period
of instability,
how long that
will last for is
another unknown.
As a consultant I
have a different
perspective than
most of my board
colleagues. I am
luckily not so
heavily influenced
by the fluctuating
rates of exchange
or imports and exports. During the recession in 2008 many larger
companies took a view that having flexibility in their workforce
was essential in allowing them to manage their overheads and
turned to contractors and consultants over full-time employees.
I am hopeful that this element of flexibility preferred during such
periods of uncertainty will offer new opportunities and benefits for
contractors and consultants like myself.
Do you think that a “No Deal” Brexit will be as catastrophic
as many seem to think it will be?
Simon Hunter – The Brexit vote has harmed all UK companies
who buy using $ in Asia already.
The £ is continuing to slide daily, this is bad for every importer
and most of us import.
A “No Deal” will make doing business across the EU more
difficult, and at least in the short/medium term challenge profits
due to currency weakness and tariff and other implementation
costs. However, I think business will always find a way to operate,
the profit motive will ensure that happens. For some companies
it will be a catastrophe though as Brexit will be the “straw that
broke the camel’s back”.
Charlotte Jay – The issues surrounding a ‘no deal’ Brexit are
huge. With no time to bring in a UK-EU trade deal there are
so many issues to comprehend and overcome in such a short
space of time I cannot see how some fall-out in every aspect of
business life, unfortunately, cannot be avoided.
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Can you foresee job losses because of Brexit? (not necessarily at your company
but within the industry as a whole)
Simon Hunter – Our company is strong and has been recruiting strongly. Not every
company is in the same position.
I am contacted daily by head-hunters offering us staff who have been made redundant
or who can see their company is weak and want to jump ship.
The British high-street has been under tremendous pressure for years for other
reasons and Brexit is another problem on top of that, any company who does a lot of
their business on the high street will be making reductions in staff numbers as their
customers have had too also. It is not that I foresee this at all, it is just a fact that it is
already happening.
Charlotte Jay – I don’t believe there will be job losses directly as a result of Brexit but
believe employers will think carefully before recruiting new employees on a full-time
basis due to the surrounding uncertainty.
Do you think the UK, or the EU will fair better in the aftermath of Brexit?
Simon Hunter – If there is a hard Brexit I am certain that in the short to medium
term both sides will suffer for all the reasons already outlined. In the longer term it is
impossible to know if either side will gain but there may be some gains for both sides.
Charlotte Jay – Without a deal, the initial impact to the UK economy could be
immense but impact would also be painful for the 27 remaining member states in the
European Union. Even though the bloc is a single market, each country has a unique
relationship with Britain as far as the movement of goods, services, people and capital.

ADVANCED
MATERIALS

If you could reverse the result of the initial referendum, would you?
Simon Hunter – Yes. I think that when David Cameron was in power and went to the
EU to try and get an amended deal that the EU should at least have given him a “fig
leaf”. I am certain they regret that they did not treat him better now, though I doubt
they would admit this. A lot of pain could
have been avoided for all sides.
Charlotte Jay – No. Hindsight is a
wonderful thing but is a u-turn the right
move? Change is essential in any job,
company or economy to move forward,
the management of that change however
is ultimately what will make it a success,
or not.
PCIAW®VOICE
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Cobmex Apparel UK
Brickfield House
High Road, Epping, Essex CM16 6TH
T: +44 (0) 800.852.7286
www.cobmex.com

For sales inquiries contact
sales@cobmex.com
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®
The PCIAW
,
Uniform Buyers Network
The Professional Clothing Industry Association Worldwide
(PCIAW®) is delighted to announce the industry’s first
Uniform Buyers’ Network and events, headed by award
winning team Samantha Heilling, Louise Johnson, Clare Babe
and Adam Cunnington, who aim to demystify the tender
process for buyers and suppliers. The
PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network has
been developed by the buyers, for the
buyers and will be run by the buyers.

Four events, held throughout the year will connect buyers
through networking events, webinars, seminars and interactive
discussions. These will be closed shop gatherings, in which
only buyers will be invited to take part and debate on issues
such as legislation, ISO standards and their meanings, tenders,
sustainability, costing, sizing and how
Brexit will affect the industry and much
more.
The results of these networking events

• Samantha Heilling, winner of several
industry awards for her work to
introduce and embed a new uniform
in UK Border Force, with no previous
experience in the industry - now
champions the Industry, and the
buyers
• Louise Johnson, also winner of
industry awards, is the Uniform
Manager for RBS where she has
worked for over three decades and
manages 10 brands of uniform across
the RBS business.

will be published in PCIAW®VOICE, on the
website and shared to the industry as a
whole.
The first Uniform Buyers’ Network event
will be networking and lunch 10.30am-2pm
Tuesday 26th November 2019 in Milton
Keynes. Registration is now open via
pciaw.org/membership/buyers
The PCIAW® Summit and Awards 2020 is in
partnership with Milliken & Company and
Iconic design by Vivienne Westwood,
Incorporatewear for Virgin Atlantic

• Clare Babe, previously a Uniform
Buyer and winner of industry awards, is Senior Procurement
Manager at the Royal Mail managing a team whose remit
covers Assets and Automation.
• Adam Cunnington is Group Buyer at Balfour Beatty.
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will be held on 16th and 17th June at the
Radisson Blue Edwardian, London.

The first Uniform Buyers’ Network event will be
networking and lunch 10.30am-2pm Tuesday 26th
November 2019 in Milton Keynes. Registration is
now open via: pciaw.org/membership/buyers
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Jermyn Street Design
for Eurostar

Membership is FREE for one year to buyers and will include:
• Access to basic fact sheets on request/via website such as
the different stages of a new uniform.
• Access to paid services such as webinars, advice on tenders,
coaching and more.
• Invite to annual PCIAW® Summit and
PCIAW® Awards.

grow the knowledge and skills of all uniform buyers, new and
experienced, as well as providing a buyers’ voice into the
professional clothing industry.”
Yvette continued: “Our buyers,
managers are the heart and soul
of our industry and the PCIAW®
strives to create as many business
opportunities as possible that provide

As well as the membership benefits,
the PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network
events will cover all aspects of the entire
professional clothing industry, including
workwear, corporatewear, PPE, footwear
and accessories. The PCIAW® have
invited over 200 buyers across the sector
to take part and help the extension of
this uniquely innovative network.

a safe environment for education and
networking.
As well as the forums and webinars
that will be taking place throughout
the year, the PCIAW® Summit,
Network and Awards 2020 held on
the 16th and 17th at the Radisson Blu

Samantha Heilling explained: “The
uniform industry is wide ranging and
innovative, continuously changing
Hunter for Virgin Trains
and improving with new products and
standards every year. For any one buyer – new or experienced
– to keep abreast of the industry is hard and time consuming.
Even experienced buyers will benefit from being part of a
network which gives them access to news and updates, and an
opportunity to learn from other suppliers.
Summit & Awards

the network will offer support and inspiration in order to

business managers and procurement

• Invite to submit to PCIAW® Awards.

PCIAW®VOICE

PCIAW® CEO and founder, Yvette Ashby added: “In effect

Buyers’ Guide

Edwardian, London. The Summit will
also be holding ‘break out’ rooms so
buyers can feel free to interact with
suppliers.”

Uniform Buyers’ Network
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LIVE Tenders
As part of the continuing development of the PCIAW®,
we are proud to announce that we have LIVE tenders up
on the PCIAW® website. Our live contract tenders are
available to view in the PCIAW®’s Tender Directory which
can be found at pciaw.org/tender-directory
We also have prior information notices included in our Tender
Directory, to offer our members as much notice as possible for
future tender developments.
These tenders are available ONLY to members of the PCIAW®.
This is a very exciting development for us that we have
considered an utmost priority for our members.
Tenders can be a minefield and one of the most complex parts
of our industry, but we hope that we can offer some assistance

1
2
3

negotiating this process; our Tender Directory will provide
buyers and suppliers with an inexhaustible archive of public and
private sector tenders.
Alongside our updated website, our Tender Directory acts as an
even more invaluable tool for members. Alongside our Tender
Directory, we have also updated our Tender Form, which allows
the submission of tenders to our website.
As the tenders available are only accessible to members of the
PCIAW®, make sure to become a member of the PCIAW® to
enjoy our benefits!
To apply for membership to the PCIAW® with access to the
Tender Directory and Tender Forms, please visit
pciaw.org/membership/suppliers to fill in the registration form.

In order for buyers to enter their tenders on the PCIAW® website,
please follow these simple instructions:
Firstly, register (buyers can register for free) by filling in your details on
the Buyers Registration Form (you will receive login details by e-mail).
https://pciaw.org/membership/buyers
Once you’ve logged in, you can enter your tender via the Tender Form
button on the sidebar or on the Uniform Buyers’ Network menu. Click
either “Live Contract Notice” or “Prior Information Notice.” When the
form appears, fill in the relevant information.
https://pciaw.org/notification-of-live-and-prior-tender
When we have received and approved your Tender, it will be
transferred to the Tender Directory which can then be accessed either
via the button on the sidebar or the Uniform Buyers’ Network menu.
Each tender will be displayed when you click Details.
https://pciaw.org/tender-directory
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Lenzing presented first
blockchain pilot project
at Hong Kong Summit

The Lenzing Group has made a huge leap forward in introducing blockchain
technology, allowing for a new level of transparency and traceability in the
textile industry.
After joining the platform of the technology company TextileGenesis™ earlier this year,
the world market leader in specialty fibers made from the renewable raw material wood
presented the first pilot at this year’s Fashion Summit in Hong Kong on September
05, 2019. This pioneering pilot project was conducted in close cooperation with
TextileGenesis™, WWF and Hong Kong-based brand Chicks.
A baseline survey on EU consumer attitudes to sustainability and supply chain
transparency in the fashion industry conducted by Ipsos MORI in October 2018 shows
that a large majority of consumers (80 %) wants brands to disclose their supply chain.
The blockchain technology enables brands and consumers to identify TENCEL™ branded
fibres across each production and distribution step from fibre-to-retail of the finished
garment or home textiles. The technology also allows consumers to verify the garment
composition and the underlying textile supply chain at the point of sale, simply by
scanning the barcode with a mobile device.
“Together with TextileGenesis™ we pursue the ambitious goal to achieve an unparalleled
level of transparency for fashion brands and consumers. We will use blockchain
technology to maximize the digital traceability of fibres, thus making an important
contribution to green up the fashion industry”, says Stefan Doboczky, Chief Executive
Officer of the Lenzing Group. “This strong belief in and commitment to sustainability will
support the business with TENCEL™ fibers.”

BEAUTIFULLY
TECHNICAL

In an industry’s first, Lenzing issued blockchain-based TENCEL™ fibrecoins to its supply
chain partners in direct relation to physical shipments. These digital tokens serve as an
authentication mechanism, against any adulteration, and provides secure digital chainof-custody across the entire textile value chain. Recognizing that data integrity and ease
of use are critical, the supply chain players conducted transactions through the data
upload mechanism on the platform. To ensure real-world complexity, a total of 49 distinct
garment stock-keeping unit (~25000 pieces), of Chicks, were tracked on the digital
platform from fibres up to retail.
“This is an important milestone for the apparel industry. Our focus is to drive meaningful
step-change in an industry where less than 5 percent of top 250 apparel brands can
track their garments back to the fibre origin”, says Amit Gautam, CEO & Founder of
TextileGenesis™.

Cobmex Apparel UK
Brickfield House
High Road, Epping, Essex CM16 6TH
T: +44 (0) 800.852.7286
www.cobmex.com

Lenzing is carrying out further pilot tests over the next few months involving partners
along the entire value chain and expects the platform to be fully operational as of 2020.

For sales inquiries contact
sales@cobmex.com

For more information visit: www.lenzing.com
PCIAW®VOICE
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A+A: The Biggest
and the Best
It’s the biggest trade fair in the world.
The leading international platform for business, communication
and information. It is housed in Düsseldorf, Germany and this
November from Tuesday 5th to Friday 8th, it will feature more
than 1,800 exhibitors from 57 countries and attract upwards
of 65,000 visitors during its time.

The fair itself was founded in 1947 as Nordwestdeutsche
Ausstellungsgesellschaft mbH (NOWEA). This was a determined
attempt to try and reinvigorate and revive the German economy
after the catastrophic effects of six years of war. The idea of a
trade fair follows a long tradition of such gatherings in this part
of Westphalia, Germany.

With over 306,000 square metres of exhibition space
(262,000 of it indoors) the Messe Düsseldorf is a vast and
sprawling venue next to Düsseldorf airport and it is home
to more than 40 fairs a year. One of its halls hosted the
prestigious Davis Cup tennis tournament in 1993.

For hundreds of years, the local inhabitants maintained their
way of life by trading at gatherings such as this and the huge
variety of goods and services available at such fairs attracted
merchants and traders from all over Europe. This is still true of
A+A.
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It retains the basic ethics and ideas of the trade fairs that were
a feature of this part of the country. Bringing together traders
to exchange ideas and goods. Promoting dialogue between
them in order to facilitate business.
Hundreds of years ago, this kind of event was conducted in
muddy market squares. Gatherings of men and women who had
travelled miles to share their ideas and to display their wares.
Now it is done in state-of-the-art surroundings by visitors from
all over the world.
NOWEA (the original founders of A+A) eventually became
Messe Dusseldorf GmbH and it has continued to flourish.

PCIAW®VOICE
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In addition to the A+A Safety fair, Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
also organises trade fairs in Istanbul, New Dehli, Hangzhou
and Singapore.
At the Messe Düsseldorf, trade fairs for industries as
diverse as wines and spirits, hiking and trekking, boats and
the glass industry are a regular occurrence with exhibitors
taking advantage of the huge amount of display space
available.
From humble beginnings it has grown into the biggest trade
fair in the world.
Long may it continue.

Uniform Buyers’ Network

www.pciaw.org
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Sugdens to Launch
a New Range of
Ambulance Uniforms
After much research and development into the ambulance
market sector, Sugdens were delighted to unveil a new
range of ambulance uniform at the recent Emergency
Services Show 2019.
This included a comprehensive range of Hi-vis
ambulance garments which, going forward will give
our customers an excellent range of quality
garments for all their work scenarios.

such as stud fastened epaulettes, radio loops and double zip
fastenings along with clear pockets to add roles and titles.
The range is completed with the use of ‘Reflexite’ Green
Chequered Tape to ensure instant visibility of vital medical
personnel.
The unveiling of the initial samples at the Emergency
Services Show, which took place on the 18th and
19th of September, allowed us to gain feedback
from the Ambulance sector and we are now
reviewing and making adjustments to the
designs where necessary to ensure we
meet the sector’s needs.

The full range of garments are all tested
and certified to EN20471 and are listed
below:
• Hi-vis breathable waterproof
ambulance bomber jacket

Our new ambulance uniform offering
doesn’t stop at Hi-vis. We also exhibited
a range of green ambulance clothing
including male and female fit ambulance
trousers, a wicking polo shirt and a
unisex button-front shirt.

• Hi-vis ambulance soft shell
• Hi-vis long sleeved waistcoat
The range also includes a uniform
offering consisting of:
• Male and female fit trousers
• Wicking polo shirt
• Unisex button-front shirt
The range uses the latest top quality
fabrics and incorporates great features
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WHY
WHY SUGDENS?
SUGDENS?
Our streamlined approach removes the unwanted pressure when it comes to providing staff with workwear. That’s
Our streamlined approach removes the unwanted pressure when it comes to providing staff with workwear. That’s
why some of Britain’s best known businesses and major charities rely on Sugdens to deliver excellent products,
why some of Britain’s best known businesses and major charities rely on Sugdens to deliver excellent products,
expert customer services and stress free distribution.
expert customer services and stress free distribution.

We are industry experts with 150 years of experience.
We are industry experts with 150 years of experience.
Offering a head to toe design and sourcing solution, we offer both bespoke clothing and off the
Offering a head to toe design and sourcing solution, we offer both bespoke clothing and off the
shelf solutions to suit your needs.
shelf solutions to suit your needs.
We offer a bespoke embroidery and badging service, giving your company an individual
We offer a bespoke embroidery and badging service, giving your company an individual
identity and an image to be proud of.
identity and an image to be proud of.
We offer an all-inclusive package, with no hidden costs and are highly competitive in the market
We offer an all-inclusive package, with no hidden costs and are highly competitive in the market
place.
place.
Our hands on, motivated staff focus on supreme quality, supported by innovative systems.
Our hands on, motivated staff focus on supreme quality, supported by innovative systems.

Call us on: 01924 375 951 or email us at: sugdens@wsg.co.uk
Call us on: 01924 375 951 or email us at: sugdens@wsg.co.uk
Wm Sugden & Sons LTD, Thornes Lane Wharf, Wakefield, WF1 5RL
Wm Sugden & Sons LTD, Thornes Lane Wharf, Wakefield, WF1 5RL
www.wmsugden.co.uk |
@wmsugdens
www.wmsugden.co.uk |
@wmsugdens
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Brave New World of Body Scanning
Measuring staff for a uniform can now be done in a matter of seconds with Body Scanning.
Read how this can be achieved in our fascinating feature.

Size Stream
We asked Jeff Messer, VP of Sales and
Marketing at Size Stream to explain some of
the details of the company and its technology.
This is what he said:
1. Who is Size Stream?
Size Stream was founded in 2012 by a small group
of engineers from within the 3D body scanning industry. The
engineers worked endlessly until they finally unveiled a new 3D
body scanner, with accurate and precise measurement extraction
software.
Our key verticals are Apparel, Health & Fitness, Education and
Research.
2. What products do you offer to the apparel industry & what
makes you unique?

For that we have created specialized software, Uniform Size
Recommended Sizing Application (URSA) that is purpose built
for uniform size recommendations. Through this software
we merge the body data with size preference and garment
specifications to determine which size will best fit the wearer.
URSA is a vital component of our success in the uniform space
and is the missing link most companies need to fully utilize body
scanners in their uniform sizing operations.
4. Who owns the data?
We often get asked about GDPR and who owns the data after the
scan. We believe that the scan subject owns their data, until they
agree to share it with the apparel company.
5. Is it suitable for children?

Yes, it’s safe for children as the sensors are infrared. From primary
school age upwards, we work with leading uniform suppliers in the
We have one 3D body scanner for the apparel industry, the SS20
UK who travel with our scanner booth in a roller case (that fits into
Classic booth system, with a footprint the size of a standard fitting
a small van) into a variety of schools for their annual sizing events.


room. As our scan technology has evolved aesthetically, the user
If thescan subject does not wish to be scanned in their underwear
  





interface (UI) and data extensibility has also continued to evolve,
   



  
(the normal procedure
for trying on clothes in a fitting room) then
meeting the challenging requirements of our global customers.
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is on price to    

 Stream
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accuracy
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need to accomplish fast and accurate results. So, starting with a
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stationary subject, in around 2 seconds our scanners project twenty
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infrared sensors, that capture two million 3D body data points.
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Fashion on Demand by Lectra
and Balsan Technology Takes
Uniform Making to the Next
Level
To meet new challenges in the professional garment
market and preserve over a century of savoire faire,
Balsan chose Lectra to modernize its production tools.

This improves overall performance and delivers estimated
productivity gains of 7% - Stephane Quiniou – Industrial and
Quality Director, Group Marck.

A Groupe Marck company, Balsan designs and manufactures
corporate and ceremonial clothing, tailored and customized
uniforms, and personal protective equipment and clothing for
the public and private sector which comply with international
standards. The biggest challenge is to meet the new
expectations of customers who seek increasing levels of
customization with ever-shorter time-to-market deadlines.

Balsan was a pilot partner for the Fashion On Demand by
Lectra solution. This alliance allowed Groupe Marck to take
a new approach, involving not only the use of Fashion On
Demand by Lectra’s

The professional garment sector is subject to the same
pressures as prêt-à-porter, and Balsan’s challenge was to
produce customized clothing more quickly using intelligent
manufacturing methods.
Using a measurement chart, Fashion On Demand by Lectra
allowed us to generate well-adapted and customized
patterns with which to produce our garments. The solution
also provides extensive flexibility: we can send the model to
the cutter, select the cutting orders and even group them
by fabric, and detect defects and launch re-cuts when
necessary.
PCIAW®VOICE
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connected cutter, but upstream software solutions as well,
which are configured based on the company’s needs to best
match its work methods while updating and accelerating the
production process.
Created in 1850, Balsan is a key player in professional
garment making. Balsan took up a two-fold challenge:
update its manufacturing tools while maintaining a large
part of its clothing production in France to capitalize on
the group’s traditional savoir-faire and meet 21st century
challenges.
The professional garment sector is highly diverse, in terms
of clothing types and the materials used.
For more information, visit: www.lectra.com/en
Uniform Buyers’ Network

www.pciaw.org
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Sizer Technologies:
a Leader in Body Measuring
Technology
With today’s ever diverse workforce, uniform and workwear

Sizer’s proprietary solution is composed of a mobile app which

providers are on the lookout for new fitting solutions, which

utilizes advanced self-scanning computer vision technology to

can help their customers’ better address the different body

scan & generate users’ body measurements and an AI-powered

shapes, fit and style preferences of all their workers, and

recommendation engine which utilizes deep learning algorithms

ensure better fitting clothes.

and data to accurately determine size recommendations. The

Body measurement technology, which utilizes computer vision
and deep learning, is an emerging field which is enabling nextgeneration mobile body measuring solutions to bring a new
approach in the fitting and measuring of workers and to guide
them into the right garment size.

scanning process, is extremely quick and easy, taking only a few
minutes. The user simply places his mobile device upright on a
flat surface and stands about two meters back for the scanning
process. Using just the front camera, the app guides the user
through a simple set of poses while taking images in real time.
Sizer’s multi-scan platform, specially

Headquartered in Israel, one of

developed for the uniform industry,

the global tech hotspots, Sizer

now enables employees to be very

Technologies, is a leader in this

quickly and easily measured, on a mass

field. Its patented fitting technology

scale, using just a tablet or mobile

has been developed by top Israeli

phone. All body measurement data and

computer vision engineers and has

size recommendations are automatically

been rated best in class as “most

linked to customized client dashboards

accurate” of all fitting solutions by

for easy management of data and

Deloitte USA, in a recently conducted

reporting requirements. A remote

independent market research study.

home scanning feature is also available

Initial market penetration of Sizer’s

for any absent workers, who can easily

technology has been in the online

scan themselves from home, with all

fashion retail industry, to help

data being linked back to the client

shoppers find their right size and

dashboard.

retailers to tackle the huge problem

Sizer can also be easily integrated into

of online returns. Most recently, Sizer

any website platform, where at the

has partnered with Zalando, Europe’s

click of a button, any pre-scanned user

leading online fashion platform, to

will receive his size recommendation

integrate with its personal shopping

for the clothing item selected online

and style advice shopping platform,
Zalon. Now this technology is set to penetrate the professional

Sizer’s technology is perfectly positioned to bring significant

clothing market.

advantages to the professional clothing and workwear

industry, empowering companies to dramatically save on time
Sizer recognizes the critical need for uniforms to feel comfortable
and costs and simultaneously create a more efficient employee
and safe, be well-designed, and most importantly to fit like a
glove. In an environment where best fit can boost employee
uniform fitting process.
morale and increase productivity at work, it is imperative
For more information visit
to know uniform wearers exact body measurements. Sizer’s
www.sizer.me
game-changing technology can obtain extremely accurate
body measurements and provide size
recommendations to achieve best-fitting
sizer.me
/MySizer
uniforms, whilst replacing the need for
costly manual fitting sessions, pre+972-54-423-2478
/sizer-ltdsampling, wearer trials and inventory
nicolel@sizer.me
over-build.
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Size Not Only Matters, it’s
Crucial
QuantaCorp sizing platform is a mobile application
and online portal designed to enable anyone to easily
determine a clothed wearer’s body measurements and
garment size. QuantaCorp can be used anywhere, anytime
and has proven to be up to 15x faster than traditional
fitting sessions.
QuantaCorp digitises the human body from just 2 pictures into
a scaled 3D model.
Individuals are able to be scanned in daily clothing, therefore
maintaining privacy with a fast
and easy technique to capture
and track body size.
The mobile app is able to
instantly determine standard
clothing sizes based on
configured sizing tables.
Configuration features are all
available on the online portal
including all data, user security
and sizing table management.
An intuitive user interface guides
the user through every step, eliminating the necessity for long
periods of training before the technology can be used. It is a
complete sizing solution, designed and built for providers of
professional garments and services.
QuantaCorp’s key belief is that size matters. However, obtaining
body measurements with measuring tapes, self-assessments
or scanning booths can simply be too time-consuming,
inaccurate and expensive. This, in turn, causes limited adoption
in day-to-day business applications.
With QuantaCorp, the time needed to measure
individuals is drastically reduced with efficient and quick
processing that provides consistently accurate results.
PCIAW®VOICE
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The whole process of measuring staff for uniforms can be
a tedious and time-consuming process with a resultant
loss of revenue and efficiency for the company involved.
QuantaCorp’s unique application and mobile portal removes
this tiresome process. As the old saying goes “time is money”
and QuantaCorp’s technology ensures that fitting is done as
quickly and accurately as possible.
The immediate translation from the photographs to standard
clothing sizes allows the user the security to significantly reduce
the time spent on sizing. All measurements can be stored in
an online size passport with
over a hundred measurements.
Once a scan is taken, no
images are permanently stored
because privacy is of paramount
importance to QuantaCorp and
our customers: all other data is
safely stored in a fully GDPR-proof
environment.
QuantaCorp is offering incredibly
advanced technology but with
the benefit of ease of use and
the reassurance of perfect measurements for uniforms and
other apparel staff may require. It is a step forward that will
revolutionize the whole process of body measuring and increase
both productivity and efficiency. A wonderfully accurate, nonintrusive system that needs no physical contact and promises
an unlimited possibility to integrate
with third party applications.
In short, it is the future.
www.quantacorp.io

/quantacorp

+32 9 298 15 89

@quantacorp

alex@quantacorp.io
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‘X-Treme’ 4-way Stretch Comfort
from Engel Workwear
Recognised for its comprehensive range of well fitting, stylish

Made from 73% nylon, 17% cotton and 10% elastine, the ‘Engel

and practical workwear, Danish manufacturer ENGEL build

X-Treme 4-Way Stretch’ work trousers are available in a variety of

further on their reputation in the UK with the introduction of

colour combinations and in all popular sizes.

their new ‘X-Treme’ 4-Way Stretch’ work trousers.

Engel Workwear will be on stand E05, Hall 3 at the Dusseldorf

Designed to allow as much flexibility as possible whilst kneeling or
bending, the slim-fit trousers feature a 4-way stretch ‘breathable’,
cooling fabric which quickly absorbs and dries light perspiration.
The knee-pad pockets are reinforced with hard wearing Kevlar

A+A ‘Safety at Work’ Exhibition, 5-8 November 2019.
For more information contact Gareth Bladen.
email: gbl@f-engel.com

Teramid and have two options for pad height adjustment; in

Telephone: +44(0) 7759 520034

addition to the many useful pockets for keeping essential tools

or visit: www.engel.eu/en

and accessories immediately to hand, some of which have either
Velcro or zip closures, optional hanging tool pockets
can be attached to the waist; the trousers also have
extra deep hems so that lengths can be increased if
required.
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Working in Extreme
Temperatures
Whether it’s searing heat or freezing cold, the equipment and
clothes worn by workers in extremes of temperature can be
literally lifesaving.
Read about how companies deal with these problems and protect
those feeling the heat or the chill.

The Heat is On
The base layer of PPE is one of the most important
garments in workwear apparel. A good base
layer sits next-to-skin, fits close to your body
and retains your body heat for much-needed
warmth in colder climates.

With VILOFT®, the wearer can work in the knowledge that
their base layer will remain warm and dry for their comfort.
‘VILOFT® has a huge amount of capabilities,’ Stuart
continued. ‘So much so, our base layers have used this
same blend since 2004 and it is loved by the market.’

Yet it’s rarely mentioned. The focus that
springs to mind when considering PPE are
the hi-vis jackets, the thick overalls, the
impenetrable gloves. Often, the base layer
is forgotten.

Supplying to a vast amount of blue-chip companies
from Highways England to multiple utilities companies,
PULSAR® keeps outdoor workers warm and, as a
consequence, also directly impacts morale. Workers
that are certain that they will remain warm and dry,
even with the possibility of spending hours of time
outside at a stretch, are proven to have higher
morale and work ethic.

For PULSAR®, consideration, design and –
most importantly – a total dedication to the
meaning of the word ‘thermal’. The PULSAR®
Blizzard collection of thermal base layers and
accessories incorporate VILOFT® fibres to ensure
warmth and comfort in sub-zero temperatures.
PULSAR®’s commitment to sustainability stretches
the breadth of their company and blends the VILOFT®
fibre with polyester. ‘VILOFT® is 100% biodegradable, free of
chemical residues, OEKO-TEX certified and also available with
FSC® certification.’
With large, hollow spaces inside the yarn VILOFT® provides ‘an
enhanced thermal insulation value’.
PULSAR® offers tops,bottoms and balaclavas fit for male and
female workers to provide extremely soft, lightweight base
layers. Managing Director, Stuart Jukes stated ‘Base layers are
phenomenally important. People tend to end up buying a cheap
base layer because the packaging uses the word ‘thermal’.
But what is labelled as ‘thermal’ and what actually constitutes a
thermo-regulating fabric are hugely different things.’
Many thermal base layers are made of
polyester and cotton fibres which often
get saturated with sweat and prevent
proper thermoregulation.
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Working in extreme temperatures involves
entirely new challenges that often go
unnoticed or unspoken about. PULSAR®’s
Blizzard collection exists to provide figure-hugging,
flexible and breathable clothing that provides undeniable
protection to the wearers whatever the weather.

“

For more information, visit www.pulsaruk.com
At Severn Trent Water we selected the PULSAR® Blizzard
Thermal base layers for all of our Repair and Maintenance
Teams. We were impressed with their incredible thermal
performance as well as the comfort, style and fit of all garments
provided to our teams during the extensive wearer
trials. They made all the difference last winter and we
certainly look forward to using them again this winter.

www.pulsaruk.com

/PULSARHIVIS

01527 962012

@PULSAR_UK

sales@pulsaruk.com

/PULSAR

Summit & Awards
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Many items of specialist clothing used as personal protective
equipment (PPE) are intended to provide a physical barrier to
hazards.
If these properties are absent or at low levels, the wearer is likely
to become prematurely fatigued and only able to operate in
hostile environments for limited periods. In addition, firefighters’
clothing with low water vapour permeability can lead to an
increase in steam burns.
SATRA has specialist laboratory facilities for physiological
assessments and associated test methods that enable a number
of wearer comfort parameters to be quantified.

Services

Breathability and Clothing
Comfort
approved method for assessing the performance of breathable
and insulating materials for protective clothing in standards such
as EN 343, EN 471 and EN 469.
The device consists of a measuring unit and thermal guard ring,
which are fitted with heaters and temperature sensors. The top
surfaces of the measuring unit and thermal guard ring are flat and
level. The surface of the measuring unit is porous to allow water,
at the same temperature as the measuring unit, to evaporate from
the surface.
The temperatures of the measuring unit and thermal guard ring

Ambient conditions have a major influence on a wearer’s
perception of comfort of products such as clothing and footwear.
Low ambient humidity
aids the evaporation
of moisture, which
helps to keep us cool
and clothes to dry
out quickly; people
experience far less
discomfort and
can endure higher
temperatures at low
humidity than in high
humidity environments.
Ambient temperature
and humidity also can
have a significant effect
on the strength and
performance properties
of many materials from
which consumer products are made. This applies particularly
to natural materials (for example cotton – which is stronger
when wet – leather and wood) but also to man-made materials
(hydrolysis of polyurethane, heat softening of plastics, weakening
of adhesive bonds).

are controlled at 35°C ± 0.1°C in order to mimic the temperature

SATRA has a range of climatic chambers that enable us to
simulate a wide range of moderate and extreme environments.
Our most versatile chamber operates between -40°C (-40°F) and
+40°C (+104°F) with humidity levels up to 99% relative humidity.
The room is big enough to comfortably accommodate several
people or house a treadmill or large items of test equipment.
The chamber’s internal temperature and humidity is continuously
controlled and monitored. SATRA has two thermal imaging
cameras which can be used to record temperature distribution
over large areas at a glance. As well as recording annotated
still images, we can record thermal video of many subjects or
dynamic changes in temperature.

test specimen is equal to the heat input from the measuring unit.

The sweating guarded hotplate is used for measuring the thermal
and water vapour resistance of sheet material. It is currently the
PCIAW®VOICE
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of human skin and the test specimen is laid over the measuring
unit and thermal
guard ring so that
it overlaps the
thermal guard.
The environmental
chamber in which
the instrument
operates is set
to 35°C for water
vapour resistance
measurements
and to 20°C for
thermal resistance
measurements.
Initially we run the
device without
specimens and the
bare plate constants for water vapour resistance or thermal
resistance are calculated. With the test specimen in place,
the plate and guard ring are controlled to the appropriate
temperature. The device is allowed to settle down and achieve
steady state in which the heat lost from the upper surface of the

Once steady state conditions occur, the power (watts) required
to maintain the steady state conditions over a period of time, is
measured. The result for a particular material is the value obtained
with the test specimen in place minus the bare plate constant.
In addition to testing the breathability and insulation of clothing
materials, SATRA can carry out bespoke testing on a variety of
other consumer products. For example, products recently assessed
include insulated bags for the storage of medical devices, and
medical dressings, which were evaluated to record the humidity
levels beneath them when adhered to a simulated patient.
For more information visit: www.satra.com
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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New Launches

Our regular feature highlights the new products that
manufacturers are launching. Whether it’s a new
range of PPE or revolutionary fabric and fibre, if it’s
new, it’s here.

Carrington at A+A
Carrington focus on sustainability with new fabric range at
A+A.

microfibres being released into the environment. This method also
reduces the use of chemicals in the production process.

Carrington Textiles is set to demonstrate its commitment to
achieving sustainability in workwear with the launch of its
Balance Range at this year’s A+A in Düsseldorf, Germany – the
largest international trade fair of its kind for safety, security and
health at work.

TENCEL™ has also been incorporated into two further fabrics;
Varese and Coolcel 200 Plus. This material is sourced by
transforming wood pulp into cellulosic fibres using a solventspinning process which recycles water and reuses the solvent at a
recovery rate of over 99%. It also has added practical benefits for
the worker including enhanced strength, durability and moisture
management properties.

The eco-friendly range, which is made up of eight fabrics with
a variety of different properties, has been manufactured using
four sustainable technologies including recycled polyester, REMO
cotton, TENCEL™ fibres, and VORTEX-spun yarn (MVS), with
materials sourced in compliance with the Better Cotton Initiative
(BCI). Each of these methods minimises the environmental impact
at different stages – including in the fabric’s production, during
usage and at end-of-life.
Two of these products, Delamere 195 and Arden 260, are
composed of 65% recycled polyester REPREVE - made from
plastic bottles otherwise destined for landfill. These fabrics are
embedded with properties such as wicking, water repellency and
adaptive warming and cooling.
Both fabrics also contain cotton compliant with the BCI initiative,
ensuring the production of this raw material involved less water
consumption, reduced soil acidification and resulted in a lesser
contribution to global warming. REMO cotton included in Arden
260’s blend is also improving traceability throughout the supply
chain.
New fabrics; Denver, Detroit, Tacano and Tomahawk, are
all produced with VORTEX-spun cotton making up 35% of
their blend. This vortex-spinning approach has remarkable
environmental benefits, including increased abrasion resistance
that produces a longer-life garment with increased pilling
resistance – reducing the amount of potentially harmful
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Sales Director, Paul Farrell said: “While the world will always
need workwear, the planet we all share needs to be cared for
and respected if we are to have a future. To achieve equilibrium,
Carrington has produced the innovative Balance Range.
“These products provide a choice of eco-friendly fabrics that
have been manufactured with four greener, more advanced
technologies using recycled or sustainably sourced materials. This
is delivering both what’s best for work, and what’s best for the
world.”
As well as its new eco-friendly range, Carrington will also be
launching its new lightweight Kara fabric as an addition to its
workwear range. A 50% polyester, 50% cotton blend, Kara allows
ease of movement, and is a fabric particularly well-suited to
functional garments such as tunics and trousers.
In addition to this, Carrington will be exhibiting its hi-vis orange
Flameban Max 260, which has an inherently flame retardant
construction and excellent electric arc performance. Carrington
now offers up to five stock supported colours in each of their FR
fabrics – providing the end-user with ample choice.
Carrington will be exhibiting in Hall 3, Stand C53 at A+A, which
takes place from November 5 – 8 in Düsseldorf, Germany.
For more information, visit www.carrington.co.uk
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A New Season and New
Products from Snickers
Autumn 2019 sees the next generation of Work Trouser
choices from the premier brand of working clothes for
professional tradesmen and women. There’s the Flexiwork 2.0
trousers, designed for craftsmen who want nothing but the
best. These high-spec trousers are made of durable 4-way
stretch fabric that offers a new level of comfort and freedom
of movement.

Then there’s the ‘loose-fit’
AllroundWork stretch trousers with a
classic Snickers Workwear look and
feel plus the new FlexiWork Denim
Work Trousers where Workwear
meets Streetwear in these slimfitting work trousers made of washed
stretch denim. Also take a look at the
new regular-fit RUFFWork Canvas+ heavy duty trousers.
All in all, probably the best possible additions to the Snickers
Work Trouser range with something to suit everyone, whoever
you are, wherever you’re working and whatever you’re doing
on site.
The Hultafors Group UK has also launched the Dunderdon
brand – a range of fashionable workwear - for companies who
want their employees to enjoy a professional, street-smart
image.
With a range that includes Jackets, Trousers, Tops, Footwear
and Accessories, Dunderdon is a range of highly technical,
street-smart garments for tradesmen and women who want
really fashionable working clothes that meet on-site needs but
also look good in leisure activities.

PCIAW®VOICE
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Also new from Snickers is The Hi-Vis ProtecWork Protective
Clothing Range.
Fully CE-accredited, advanced Protective Wear for heat and
flame, electrostatic and chemical risk environments from the
UK’s leading workwear innovator.

The ladies will definitely have a close eye on the
ALLroundWork women’s stretch
trousers, specially designed and
shaped to fit the female anatomy
with a narrower waist for optimal
comfort and freedom of movement.

The jackets range includes the stylish J56
Vantage Jacket made of highly durable
Vantage fabric developed for tough work
in rough conditions. Featuring lightweight

padding, this rugged garment offers everything employees
need to look smart at hard day’s work. What’s more it
complements the rest of the Dunderdon product range
perfectly.

ProtecWork is a new collection of
protective workwear and accessories
with garments specifically designed for
men and women, which has developed
out of over 40 years leading the
workwear industry - and through close
consultation with users and employers
in the railway and energy sectors
around Europe.
The market-leading risk-protection
properties of the clothing are integral
components of the extensive range of Base-, Mid- and TopLayer garments for men and women that combine well with
the Snickers Workwear hallmarks of best-in-class durability,
comfort, ergonomics and fit.
Fully CE-accredited to a variety of risk and weather
conditions such as heat and flame, electrostatic, chemical
and bad weather working environments, all the garments are
manufactured from tailor-made fabrics designed to respond
to the demands and risk factors of the conditions in which
they’re worn.
So, with over 60 different garments and accessories to choose
from, you can make sure you get the right protection, visibility,
flexibility, comfort and durability.

www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

/SnickersWorkwearUK

01484 85 44 88

@SnickersWw_UK

info@snickersworkwear.co.uk

/company/hultafors-group
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Dress for the Weather and
Protect Yourself
Peter Dumigan, managing director of the
Hultafors Group UK, which owns Snickers
Workwear and Solid Gear Safety
Footwear writes:

“Snickers’ wide range of technically advanced garments for different
weather conditions is designed to turn a ‘weather issue’ into a ‘nonissue’ – allowing you to fully concentrate on your job and always
perform to your best”.

The Snickers Workwear brand has long been
synonymous with the most appropriate and
effective working clothes to suit a wide
range of working environments.

Dressing properly for work is easy if you’re well-informed and wellprepared. Just make sure you have the right garments to choose from
when the weather or the temperature changes. And make sure the
garments you use together form a complete layered system.

From the extreme cold of the arctic circle to the heat of the southern
Mediterranean, Snickers Workwear has been tried and tested by
professional craftsmen and women throughout Europe for over 40
years.
It’s that kind of experience that has seen Snickers Workwear bring to
market what is probably the most diverse range of working clothes
designed to cope with almost every conceivable weather condition
we face in the UK today.
Peter says, “One thing is for sure - you can’t ignore the weather.
However, the weather itself changes not just from season to season,
but weekly, daily, even from one hour to the next. This puts extreme
demands on your working clothes”.
“You need to be able to adapt to those constantly changing
conditions – and you’ll be able to do just that with the Snickers
Workwear Active Climate System”.
“All our garments are designed to work together. This means our
Base-, Mid- and Top-layer garments are optimised to perform
perfectly with each other”.

Then follow these basic dressing rules during your working day:
• Always adjust your clothing to the environment you’re
working in.
• Adjust your clothes to your level of activity.
• Dress in layers that work together.
• Ensure you’ve got good moisture transportation and
ventilation.
• Increase insulation temporarily when you rest.
Base-Layer for moisture transport - forget cotton because it absorbs
and retains water. Snickers’ underwear, which is available in a variety
of fabrics - including a revolutionary new fabric with 37.5® technology
- keeps your body warm and dry
Mid-Layer for insulation - these garments are designed to insulate by
creating a pocket of air around your body to keep you warm. Snickers
have an advanced range of micro fleece, fleece, pile, quilt and 37.5®
fabric.

“This allows you to easily adjust to the weather conditions and
climate, while at the same time retaining the optimum combination of
clothes for on-the-job comfort, functionality and protection”.

Top-Layer for weather protection - here you need reliable wind and
water protection. Your garment should be waterproof, breathable,
strong and durable. Like the new advanced 37.5® fabric technology
jackets and fleeces as well as the latest hi-tech 100% waterproof hitech GORE-TEX® jackets.

“Ultimately it’s quite simple - with the Active Climate System you’ll be
prepared whatever awaits you outdoors. Allowing you to turn what
can be demanding weather conditions into extreme working comfort
- all year round”.

Staying warm in the cold is crucial for safety and wellbeing at work.
When you’re cold your ability to react is hampered, you become less
effective and risk making bad decisions. Human bodies can adapt to
tropical conditions, but it can’t acclimatise to cold weather.

“Working outdoors is great. But whether it’s freezing cold or boiling
hot, or if wind and heavy rain are driving you to a standstill, your
challenge is to stay comfortable and properly protected while at the
same time having easy access to your tools”.

“To dress warm when it’s cold is easy on the face of it”, says Peter.
“But to dress right requires more attention. When you’re working hard
you start sweating. But later, when your work rate slows, the moisture
on your body has cooled and you start to shiver”.
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“What you need in that situation are garments with advanced
ventilation features with the ability to control and regulate the heat
from your body. That’s exactly what you get if you dress in 3-layers to
ensure your own wellbeing and working comfort”.
Staying dry and comfortable in the rain is all about choosing the right
type of rainwear for the job in hand. That choice depends on how
intensely you’re working and how long you work in the rain without
taking a break.
When you’re hard at work, the breathability of a garment fabric’s is
crucial for ventilating your body heat. The longer you’re working in the
rain, the tougher the demands on the waterproof technology used in
your clothing.
Says Peter, “The advanced body-mapped lining in some of the newest
Snickers Workwear garments combines warmth with ventilation for
unbeatable working comfort. Features such as mesh lining at the back
and in the armpits can deliver optimum ventilation while a cosy quilt
lining in the front gives essential warmth around vital organs such as
the heart and lungs”.
“In really wet weather, Snickers’ wet weather jackets deliver really
effective dry working comfort through features such as layered GORETEX® fabric combinations and sealed seams. They’re 100% waterproof,
windproof and offer outstanding breathability for hours on end”.
When the wind really starts blowing – be careful - because even if it’s
a dry, clear day the wind can make the temperature plummet quickly.
However, if you choose the right type of windproof workwear, you’ll
stay warm and comfortable.
As Peter says, “Just as with rainwear, the choice depends on how
intensely you’re working and how long you stay outdoors. When you’re
hard at work, the fabric’s breathability is crucial for ventilating your
body heat. The longer you work, the tougher the demands on the
windproof technology used in the garment”.

A Wind stopper® Jacket - for 100% windproof protection during long
and hard-working shifts, take a look at Snickers’ highly breathable
WINDSTOPPER ® Fleece or Soft Shell garments.
When the going gets really hot and humid, ventilation is the key.
Snickers’ hot weather garments feature advanced designs and
‘intelligent’ materials – such as those with 37.5® fabric technology,
which is designed to transport moisture away from your body,
helping you to stay cool and dry.
Peter says, “On a hot day you really need a garment made from a
fabric that has the ultimate capacity for ventilation and moisture
transport. That is why we at Snickers Workwear have chosen 37.5®
technology to provide hardworking men and women with the coolest
experience”.
37.5® is a groundbreaking fabric
technology –
largely used in
high-performance
sportswear with unmatched
efficiency when
it comes to
ventilation and moisture transport. Instead of being applied to the
surface of the fabric, 37.5® fibres are woven into the fabric. This
means they never get washed out, so you get the full benefit wear
after wear.
• The active particles used in 37.5® technology are derived
from natural sources such as coconut shells and volcanic
minerals.
• Fabrics with 37.5® technology dry up to five times faster
than performance fabrics without.

Peter recommends, “When you’re choosing the right sort of garments
for windy conditions, think about these options: -

• The hotter a user gets the stronger the drive force removing
moisture becomes.

A Protective Fleece - for reliable windproof protection during less
active jobs, the Snickers Workwear Protective Fleece is ideal.

• 37.5® works to the level of 37.5 degrees, both when it comes
to humidity percentage and temperature.

A Soft-Shell Jacket - for windproof protection during shorter working
shifts, a Snickers Workwear Soft Shell jacket is the perfect choice.

• 37.5® active particles are permanently embedded into the
yarn and will never wash out or degrade.
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New in Sustainability
The word on everyone’s lips and a major concern to
manufacturers, buyers and end-users.
Read about the companies and products that are not only
protecting wearers but also the environment too.

Nice and Sustainable
with Russell
Russell offers a wide product portfolio

The jacket is supplied in sizes S to 4XL for

of sustainable styles because

men and in sizes XS to 3XL for women.

compliance with environmental-

The last of this sustainable trio – the

friendly standards ranks top of the

Nano Bodywarmer 441M/F – is a real

agenda for Russell.

coordination talent. The vest – just like

Proof of this attitude is Russell’s new

the jackets – ticks all the environment

Insulated Jacket, to name but one

and sustainability boxes. The

product: fluorine and PFC-free jacket

Bodywarmer is also available in sizes S

styles for men and women in eco-

to 4XL for men and sizes XS to 3 XL for

efficient Dupont™ Sorona® padding. The

women.

colour scheme ranges from black, French

Another fluorine and PFC-free article

navy and iron grey to the new shade

is the 410 Bionic Softshell Jacket. Its

dark olive. All products feature unique

material – a blend of 94% polyester

functionalities that help sustainability

and 6% spandex – is finished with the

and protect the environment.

bionic Eco finish and therefore especially

The Cross Jacket 430 M/F, insulated with

breathable and yet still wind and

eco-friendly Dupont™ Sorona® filling,

waterproof.

comes with a water-repellent face fabric

Other outstanding styles that score

made of PFC-free Aquapel by Nanotex®.

points with sustainability are the 108M

The latter consists of 37% renewable,

Authentic Pure Organic Tee and the

vegetal raw materials and boasts optimal

920M Washed Oxford Shirt. Both items

thermal insulation properties. The style

are made of 100% organic cotton, which

is available for women in sizes XS to 3XL

means they comply with the OCS 100

und for men in sizes S to 4XL.

Standard. Furthermore, the styles are

The Hooded Nano Jacket 440M/F is

GOTS certified. Special bonus: the

also equipped with this state-of-the-art

especially soft material is not only

thermal insulation. The PFC-free Aquapel

eco-friendly and 100% natural but also

finish by Nanotex® makes sure that rain

very well suited to printing and finishing

and moisture are repelled in an all-natural

thanks to its smooth surface.

way. The jacket is fluorine and PFC-free
and stands out with both outstanding

For more information visit

utility and a modern look.

www.russelleurope.com
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Kapton Workwear:
a New Name for Reliability
Kapton Workwear has been developed with 30 years of
experience in the industry. Kapton Workwear’s strength
rests in its expansion and breadth of products offered to the
market. This, combined with a knowledge of products and
customer needs, makes them a truly formidable force to be
reckoned with.

Professional Clothing. With new arrivals in safety footwear –
with 200J Safety Toe Cap, Penetration Resistant Steel Midsole
and Anti-Static Outsole as one of the new major components –
and ancillary products such as their High Visibility Baseball Cap
and High Visibility Utility Backpack, Kapton’s expansion is of great
benefit to their customers.
They offer an ever-growing

With a showroom
in Manchester and
with processing and
warehousing spread
out all across the North
West of England, Kapton
have everything in place
to support their evergrowing business. They
are developing their
presence in marketing,
securing distributors and
becoming the supplier of
choice with employers.

range of products, reflecting
the increasing strength of
their brand and their name.
This growth will only continue,
backed by their expertise,
offering more and more for
the discerning customer.
Kapton offer compliant and
timeless design when it
comes to safety workwear
backed up by matchless
innovation and technology.

They are a global supplier using their thirty years of experience to
make inroads into the professional clothing industry. Their indelible
mark on the business rests with their unique quality and price.

Their comprehensive range of High Visibility workwear includes

Kapton designs and manufactures specifically against customer
requirements, making sure to consider customer specifications
and desires. Customer satisfaction is always at the forefront of
Kapton’s thinking and, because of this, they are becoming the
‘go-to’ supplier for many.

Sweatshirt. Each garment conforms to EN ISO standards to provide

Kapton prevents the design and manufacture of Hi-Vis from
becoming a simple tick box exercise and instead makes sure the
system is personalised to each customer. Individuality in design
is an important factor and Kapton are conscious of this.
They also offer superb technical and marketing support and
specialised distributor channels. However, they are not just
remaining with Hi-Vis but are expanding into other areas of
PCIAW®VOICE
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over 100 different pieces of workwear; ranging from the High
Visibility Waterproof Overtrouser to the High Visibility Zip Hooded
the wearer with the highest form of safety and comfort.
Kapton also pride themselves on having items in-stock at all
times. Customers know they can rely on the promises that
Kapton make.
If you’re looking for innovation, reliability, choice and expertise,
you really need look no further than Kapton.
0161 83 444 88
siraj@finerthread.co.uk
/siraj-ibrahim
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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Leading the Way
in Sustainability in
Corporatewear
The textile manufacturing and processing sector is
responsible for 1.2billion tonnes of CO2e annually (A New
Textiles Economy, Ellen McArthur Foundation, 2017) - more
than the emissions from shipping and international flights
combined.
Clearly, uniform and workwear is only a small part of the textiles
sector but it represents around 30% of all garments produced
in the EU annually (European Textiles & Workwear Market,
ECAP, 2017). So, there remains a sizeable opportunity for carbon
emissions to be reduced in this important sub-sector.
Already many of the major corporatewear buyers, such as
supermarket chains and banks, have assessed the carbon
footprint of their value chains and they are looking at corporate
wear/workwear as a potential source of carbon savings.
The Carbon Trust expects to see more companies turn their
attention to the carbon footprint savings they can make in this
area and a growing interest from corporate sustainability teams
in the embodied carbon and recyclability of the corporatewear/
workwear that is purchased.
This should in turn drive sustainability improvements in the
manufacture of corporatewear/workwear. It will become ever
more important for suppliers to demonstrate action in this area by
calculating their own operational carbon footprint, improving the
efficiency of their processes through energy audits, committing
to purchasing renewable energy and working with their suppliers
to use lower carbon materials. For example, polyester, one of the
most commonly used fibres for corporatewear/workwear, can
have a lowered carbon impact of 25-75% if it is created from
recycled PET bottles, rather than from virgin sources (Recycled
Polyester, WRAP). Suppliers that are producing and sourcing
sustainably should be rewarded in competitive tenders that are
designed to seek out carbon conscious suppliers.
However, beyond the embedded carbon in the garments, the way
in which corporatewear/workwear is handled at the end of use
stage is a major issue in terms of
www.carbontrust.com
carbon emissions.
The textiles sector in general has
exceptionally low rates of reuse or
recycling - US$500billion is lost
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annually in textile waste that could be generated from recycling
or reuse (A New Textiles Economy, Ellen McArthur, 2017). But
this is particularly the case in the corporatewear/workwear subsector where arisings are estimated at 16,000 tonnes per annum,
equivalent to approximately 39.2 million garments, and currently
only 9% of this is recovered for re-use (Corporate workwear
arising and recovery opportunities, WRAP).
In the Carbon Trust’s work on waste with companies, we see that
most of their corporate clothing is classified as ‘confidential waste’
that results in the garments going to landfill or incineration, often
due to the branded nature of the clothing. The lack of recyclability
is also in part due to the lack of commercially viable recycling
technology for blended fibres. More investment is needed in this
sector to drive change.
This problem can be solved with more information at the tender
or design stage. There are examples where organisations have
rethought their corporate designs so that corporate branding
is removable or subtle, allowing the no longer fit for purpose
garments to be recycled or upcycled. For example, Nationwide
keeps the branding of its corporate wear discreet, aiding the
reusability of the garments and Eurostar has upcycled its used
uniforms into travel items such as commuter bags and travel card
holders.
The Carbon Trust has worked extensively in the manufacturing and
textile sectors to understand the emissions associated with this
stage in the garment lifecycle. We also help suppliers improve their
carbon efficiency so they can provide their increasingly carbon
conscious customers with lower embodied carbon corporatewear/
workwear.
With a stronger commitment to the principles of the circular
economy and smarter design, there is a huge opportunity to move
corporatewear/
workwear from
landfill to
recycling or reuse.
/thecarbontrust
@thecarbontrust

/the-carbon-trust
Pauline.OpdeBeeck@carbontrust.com
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Family traditions mean a lot
One of our editors at PCIAW®VOICE
magazine, Shaun Hutson, had the pleasure
of interviewing Padam Vaish, founder and
managing director of VAP SOURCING
LTD. Padam had flown all the way from
Bangladesh to discuss the future of his
company and he brought an incredible array of samples
with him to illustrate the huge range of products that his
company produces.
Everything from suits, shirts, tailored trousers, blouses, school
uniforms, cargo pants, shorts and leisure wear testified to the fact
that Padam and his company are more than capable of making
anything from Hi-vis to police uniforms.
Here at PCIAW®VOICE magazine, we work with many different
companies and it’s amazing how many of them began as and
continue to be run as, family companies.

three floors of a building and convert them into an area where
research could be done into the sleep suits and diaper suits that
Padam was overseeing for Walmart and George at Asda.
After leaving PDS he was asked to meet with the head of
Dimensions, and he set up an office with just seven people.
However, despite such a small staff, the impact was startling.
By the simple expedient of changing all air shipments to sea
shipments, Padam saved the company over two million pounds in
his first year!
He began looking for partner factories, building the total to eight
and, in just five short years, increased the output of the company
from 800,000 garments in the first year to over 7 million by the
end of the fifth year.
A truly staggering achievement.
Like all businessmen, Padam has seen his share of ups and downs

The Professional Clothing industry itself is like a huge family and
all the integrity and warmth associated with a family can be
transferred into the business practices of family run companies.

within the business and his working life but he has retained that

VAP Sourcing Ltd is another family business. Established four
years ago and based in Dhaka, Bangladesh, it has gone from
strength to strength.

VAP Sourcing Ltd present a huge diversity of superbly made

This is not surprising when one considers its background. The
original tailoring business that they grew from was founded
in 1927. To date, they are the oldest English cutters in India.
Members of the company learned the art and skill of draping from
London Drapers. The pedigree and expertise of the company is
unchallenged.

uniforms to hi-vis and are capable of creating between 50,000

Padam left the family business in 1996 and worked for a number
of different companies including a period spent as Production
Manager for Liz Claiborne (who had 90 factories across India).

they have also added output (SP samples normally have lead times

integrity so necessary for a successful business. “Sometimes you
have to spend more money to learn bigger lessons,” Padam said.
products, all fashioned from a vast range of fabrics. They produce
everything from police uniforms to leisure wear and school
and 100,000 garments a month.
They have been learning their craft since 1927 (Padam himself is
more than capable of taking over a sewing machine to create a
garment from scratch) and they have retained the integrity and
expertise associated with a family business. To those attributes
of 60 days, they can supply in 25 days!) and dependability.

In short, if you’re looking for someone reliable, choose VAP
He also served as Production General Manager for the PDS group
Sourcing.
where he worked closely with such industry giants as Walmart,
Tesco, Asda, Sainsbury and
www.fabricsweb1.com/fabric-suppliers/vapsourcingltd
Next.
+88 01613060324

One of his projects during
this time was to rip out
PCIAW®VOICE
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CALVELEX
CALVELEX is based in the North of Portugal, in the very heart of the Portuguese textiles industry, one of the most
important textile-manufacturing regions in the European Union. Since 1985, CALVELEX has devoted itself to clothes
manufacturing and it has always striven to accompany as closely as possible the growth that has taken place within
the sector. The constant updating of technological equipment and production processes, along with the training and
motivation of the human resources involved, mean that CALVELEX manufacturing units have achieved a degree of
efficiency, which place CALVELEX among the most successful competitors in the sector on a national level.
Monte do Calvelo, E.N 106 nº 1132, 4620-256 Lustosa, Portugal Tel: +351 255 880 320 Web: http://www.calvelex.com

A W Hainsworth
Hainsworth’s expertise in protective clothing has always gone beyond just manufacturing fabric, since supplying Fire
brigades with protective fabrics over 100 years ago, Hainsworth have continued to set the benchmark in innovative
protective fabric for today’s modern emergency service personnel with their range of patented technologies.

A W Hainsworth & Sons LTD Web: www.protectsyou.co.uk.

A W Hainsworth & Sons LTD Web: www.protectsyou.co.uk.
Julie
Greenough
Marketing
Manager
E: juliegreenough@hainsworth.co.ukT: 0113
T: 0113
0391
F: 0113
5686
Julie
Greenough
Marketing
Manager
E: juliegreenough@hainsworth.co.uk
257257
0391
F: 0113
395395
5686

Carrington Textiles Ltd
The largest producer of workwear fabrics in the UK, exporting to more than 70 countries worldwide, with over
60% of our products going to new markets. Over 35 million metres of fabric are produced annually. Throughout
Europe and beyond, millions of people go about their tasks in workwear made from Carrington fabrics. New
ideas to meet the most stringent performance requirements encountered in diverse areas such as heavy
industry, light engineering, food processing, retail, distribution, pharmaceutical, healthcare and defence.

Carrington Textiles Ltd., Market Street, Adlington nr Chorley. Lancashire PR7 4HJ
Tel: 01257 476 850 Web: www.carrington.co.uk

Sofileta Advanced Textiles
SOFILETA is part of a family-run industrial Group specialising in the design and production of technical textile components.
Since the Group’s creation in 1911, we have developed extensive textile expertise and progressively integrated a wide
range of professions: warping, weaving, knitting, dyeing, finishing and laminating.
Our vertical integration, allied with the quality of our organisation, allows us to not only produce highly-reliable
technical textile components - but also offer excellent service to our customers.
Tel: + 33 (0) 474 435 454 Email: cclark_sofileta@btinternet.com Web: www.sofileta.com/en

W. L. Gore & Associates
Gore’s prominent position in the workwear market can be attributed to two key factors: their creation and development of
an extremely wide range of functional and technical fabrics which are waterproof, breathable and windproof; and its policy
of establishing close brand partnerships with leading manufacturers. Gore Workwear offers the highest quality standard
of PPE by tailoring the application of its technical fabric to the specific requirements of the end user. Gore garments and
footwear provide durable protection which will last longer, need replacing less often and offer value for money.
www.gore-workwear.co.uk Contact Gore on 0800-833357

Sympatex
Sympatex Technologies has been one of the leading global suppliers of high tech functional materials in clothing,
footwear, accessories, protective workwear (Contract & Workwear) and technical applications. Sympatex
is represented in more than 20 countries with its headquarter in Munich/Unterföhring. Sympatex develops,
manufactures and sells membranes, laminates, functional textiles, finished products and bespoke end products for
a range of applications with selected partners all over the world. Sympatex materials are optimal breathable, 100%
windproof and waterproof and are manufactured using completely recyclable membranes.
The technologies and processes are based on the principle of ecological responsibility and sustainability.
Sympatex Technologies GmbH Sonja Zajontz Feringastraße 7a 85774 Unterföhring/Germany
+49 (0) 89 9400 58-300 info@sympatex.com
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For more than 45 years, CORDURA® fabrics have been selected by makers of high performance gear and apparel
where durability counts. CORDURA® fabrics are synonymous with high durability and are the fabrics of choice for
many top brands known for making tough, long-lasting products.
Manufactured by authorised fabric producers around the world, the principal CORDURA® fabric collections use
INVISTA’s high tenacity nylon 6,6 fibre technology and offer excellent abrasion resistance and tear & tensile
strength. CORDURA® Classic fabric technology is widely used in garment reinforcement. CORDURA® Denim and
NYCO fabrics based on intimate spun blends of INVISTA’s T420 nylon 6,6 fibre and cotton offer comfortable, durable
performance solutions for workwear garments.
For more information about CORDURA® brand fabrics please contact:
INVISTA Textiles (UK) Ltd., Ermin Street, Brockworth, Gloucester, GL 3 4HP, UK. Web: CORDURA.eu@INVISTA.com
Tel: +44 (0)1452 633789. Tim Anson – Marketing & Product Development – EMEA Region +44 (0)1452 633789.
Catherine Anderson Jones – Marketing Manager – EMEA Region Tel: +44 (0)1452 633723

Toledo Fabrics
Toledo is a specialist weft knitter and finisher and second generation family business, established in 1970, in Pinxton,
Nottinghamshire. From their 50,000sqft site they utilise a broad base of weft knitting machinery and quality yarns.
They work with a large range of fibres including, polyester, glass fibre, silver, Protal, Nomex, cotton, X-Static, acrylic,
polypropylene to name but a few.
Being a manufacture based in the heart of England with on site design capabilities they can offer quick turnaround,
small run quantities and development of products specifically and exclusively for their customers.
Toledo Fabrics, Dunsil Road Brookhill Industrial Estate Pinxton Nottinghamshire NG16 6NT

Lenzing FR®
Lenzing FR® protects against heat stress. Produced from wood, a natural raw material, Lenzing FR® offers protection against
heat and flame in a variety of different applications. Around the world Lenzing FR® sets the standard for quality among
cellulose fibers with an incorporated FR agent. Only Lenzing FR® is produced using the Lenzing Modal® process. This ensures
that the very highest fiber tenacities are obtained and makes it possible to insert the FR agent in a permanent manner.
Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft, 4860 Lenzing, Austria, Werkstraße 2
Phone: +43 7672 701 0 Telefax: +43 7672 701 3880 Email: office@lenzing.com

Riopele
Founded in 1927, Riopele is one of the oldest textile companies in Portugal and an international reference in the
creation and production of fabrics for fashion and clothing collections. Incorporating sustainable practices across
the entire business, Riopele invests in the production of high-quality fabrics, based on natural, synthetic, artificial
and recycled fibres, with great expertise in polyester/viscose/elastane blends.
Avenida Riopele 946, 4770-405 Pousada de Saramagos, Portugal Tel: +351 252 990 990 Web: https://www.riopele.pt

Schoeller Textil AG
Schoeller Textil AG is a Swiss-based company that operates internationally. It specializes in the development and
manufacture of functional fabrics and textile technologies for the areas of active sports, fashion and work.
schoeller ®-works is the division of Schoeller, which is focused on the specificrequirements in the area of workwear.
A specialized professional team within the world’s most innovative textile company has developed individual solutions
with added safety, esprit and service.
Schoeller Textil AG, Bahnhofstrasse, 17 9470 Sevelen/ Switzerland Web: www.schoeller-works.com E: info@schoeller-works.com T: +41 81 786 0 800 Fax: +41 81 786 0 810

DuPont
With expertise spanning two centuries, diverse industries and more than 90 countries, our company is uniquely positioned
to help solve some of the world’s biggest challenges. For more than 200 years, DuPont has brought world-class science and
engineering to the global marketplace through innovative products, materials and services. Our market-driven innovation
introduces thousands of new products and patent applications every year, serving markets as diverse as agriculture,
nutrition, electronics and communications, safety and protection, home and construction, transportation and apparel. The
DuPont Oval and DuPont™ are registered trademarks or trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates.
+44 (9) 1438 734 000 www.dupont.co.uk

Protal Ltd
advanced technology

Protal Limited is part of the Waxman group of companies based in the UK. With over 50 years’ experience, Waxman continues
to lead the way in flame retardant fabric technology with the new Protal range of protective clothing fabric solutions from
our quality partner producers. Protal 1, 3 and 5 offer class leading performance in multiple risk environments including flame,
electric arc, flash fire, and metal splash. Protal fabrics can be dyed to any colour including high visibility and are industrially
launderable. All Protal fabrics contain the very latest Protex modacrylic fibre designed specifically for PPE applications.

Protal Ltd, Grove Mills, Elland HX5 9DZ West Yorkshire. Web: www.protal.co.uk E: info@protal.co.uk T: 01422 310600

If you want to reach decision makers who are
looking to produce corporatewear, workwear
and PPE, then make a date in your diary for this
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forthcoming key networking event: The PCIAW®
Awards return this year, where you’ll find the
industry’s latest innovations and designs being
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celebrated at the 10th year anniversary. For more
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Image Apparel 2019:
Fashionable, Functional,
Professional and on Brand
By Steve Zalkin
Image apparel. Career apparel. Identity wear. Corporate
clothing. Uniforms. No matter the moniker, what one
wears to work is essential to how the public identifies who
can help them when in need. That is because uniforms are
the ultimate communicator of an organization’s branding
- and create a solid impression even before the employee
has spoken.

and windproof fabrics keep wearers dry and comfortable.
Men’s and women’s blazers include “flex fit” stretch panels
strategically placed in the backs and behind arm holes and
shoulders, to offer greater ease of movement and reach. Female
image apparel wearers have for years complained about sizing,
but not here: Delta female employees can don a “curvy fit” pant
and peplum jacket designed to accentuate natural curves.

Uniforms today are a far cry from their prosaic past.
Garments come in a variety of styles and options, color
reigns supreme, and accessories play a starring role in
many apparel programs. Interchangeable collections allow a
coordinated look that identifies the wearer without the need
for being identical. There are even eco-friendly products for
those looking to reduce their carbon footprint. A U.S. Tennis
Open fan? This year’s ball person uniform was made from an
average of seven recycled
plastic bottles; the 2020
event will use 2019 tennis ball
cans to create the wardrobe.

Hyatt Regency’s look was inspired by Hyatt signature brand
colors, various shades of purple, teal and tangerine. The
core of the wardrobe, the suiting separates, are marked by
multitude of rich neutrals and urban darks. The retail inspired
brights’ are heavily used in female items as matte jersey
dresses, asymmetrical hem blouses and two distinct signature
prints. For the male part of the ensembles, bright color is
used as an accent in shirting, coordinating pocket squares,
lapel pin, shoelaces and
optional knit ties warn for
fashion, not formality. There
are three distinct segments
of the wardrobe, yet the
elements of each still can
be cross merchandised.
Pieces incorporate a variety
of fabrics, including athletic
materials with moisture
wicking and high-quality
blends.

Even in more traditional
settings, there isn’t anything
“uniform” about today’s
uniforms. Hotels, airlines and
banks have infused their
garments with the latest
trends in fabrication, for a
look that is professional,
fresh, and on brand.
Three recent recipients of the North American Uniform
Manufacturers & Distributors’ (NAUMD) Image of the Year
Award® provide examples:
Huntington Bank utilizes their corporate apparel as a strategic
brand representation tool. Almost every piece within the
collection is branded with the iconic, yet simple Huntington
honeycomb logo or the Huntington full text logo, as well as
the recognizable brand color palette, consisting of green,
white, and black with poppy orange as an eye-catching
accent color. Standout items include an expanded women’s
offering of three female blouse options, one dress, one
sweater, and two maternity blouses. For men, the shirting was
updated in size offering as well as fit, allowing for modern and
regular fit options.

Fashion forward may not
be a term readily applied to the United Parcel Service (UPS),
but it recently announced that it too, is undergoing a refresh,
something UPS hasn’t done in about 100 years. The biggest
change will be in the fabric in order to keep drivers comfortable.
Pants will be made with a stretch twill fabric, along with a
lower waist and more modern fit. And UPS brand marks on the
front and back of the shirt will be embedded with reflective
technology to make drivers significantly more visible.
One thing that won’t be updated – brown will still be the color
of choice for the iconic uniforms.

The Delta Airlines collection encompasses dresses, suiting,
outerwear and accessories. Performance features like highstretch fabrics improve comfort and movement; wrinkle- and
stain-resistance provide ease of care; and water repellant
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Steve Zalkin is a uniform industry
veteran and former distributor of
uniforms. Currently, he is president of the
North American Association of Uniform
Manufacturers and Distributors. To learn
more about NAUMD and its programs,
contact Steve at steve@naumd.com
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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Finding the Right Balance
By Natalie Wilson
MD at Shield360

This month I had the pleasure of catching

Sarah believes that one of the main issues for women is

up with Sarah Sanpher-McDowell – an

being afraid to ask for what we want – whether that’s

inspirational woman who has made

needing child-friendly working hours or putting ourselves

supporting women in her industry her

forward for promotion – and this is a major driver for the

mission.

WRA ‘mission’.

Sarah is the founder of the Women’s

Sarah’s view is that industry re-balance won’t address itself

Recycling Alliance (WRA) which she set up

and that in order to positively promote change and diversity,

with the goal of addressing balance in the
waste management and recycling industry – she’s quick to add

it’s important for women to feel confident in their abilities.
The WRA conferences offer professional development

“I’m not a scorned woman,

opportunities for members

I’ve had a really positive

to learn more of the skills

experience in our industry”

they need to progress

and is determined to ensure

in the industry, to be

other women have the same

more confident armed

positive experience so they

with a ‘toolbox to build

want to join and stay in the

confidence and skills.’

industry she loves.

Previous development

Some recent statistics

topics have included

from the Funding Group

public speaking,

revealed that just 6% of the FTSE 100 companies have board

confidence building and how to raise your profile within your

positions held by women, and in the FTSE 350, just 1 in 4 have

business and industry.

a woman on the Board. Whilst this doesn’t reflect Sarah’s own

One of the key challenges for the industry (as for many

experience (a Board member herself, Sarah has three incredibly
supportive fellow Board members who also believe strongly in
her mission to promote balance in the industry) - it may seem
that way at times for many women.
One of the first industry networking events Sarah attended
was 90%+ male attendees, and with networking options
including either golf or clay pigeon shooting, perhaps it was
not entirely unexpected. Having previously run a women’s
networking group in Harrogate for 5 years, Sarah instantly

historically white male-dominated industries) is attracting
younger people, women and diverse ethnic groups.
One of the key themes discussed at the recent Recycling
& Waste Management show was the use of language
when describing the industry – should there be a move to
rebrand the industry from a focus on ‘waste’ to help change
the perception that everyone in the industry is collecting
household rubbish on the curb-side.

knew change was needed and that’s where the inspiration

The reality is there are a wide range of roles within the

came for setting up the WRA.

industry and fantastic opportunities for all to progress.
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In our April/May issue, I discussed the fact that addressing balance cannot be
achieved as a tick box exercise and this is something Sarah is also passionate
about. For Sarah, finding ways to address this includes things like ensuring the
correct facilities are available for both men and women on sites, not simply creating
ratios, but being able to attract and retain a diverse workforce. For example, one
of the WRA members noted that one of the sites she had been working at had
toilets for women, but no showers (even though they were definitely needed and
there were men’s shower facilities on site). This is just one practical way that Sarah
suggests the industry can ensure they are accommodating needs of all employees
to make it easier to attract and retain more diverse staff.
It was really inspiring to speak to Sarah about her experience and the key drivers for
addressing balance in her industry – I’m honoured to have been invited to the 1st
Birthday Conference of the WRA on 16th October in Birmingham. I am particularly
looking forward to hearing the keynote speaker discussing ‘imposter syndrome’ as I
know this is something felt by many women across numerous industries.
Peer to peer support and encouragement is a huge part
of the WRA conferences and there are confidentiality
agreements signed for each event so there can be
genuinely open discussions about issues and finding
positive solutions to the challenges faced by the
members. It is an incredibly empowering and supportive
environment, so I’m not surprised there has been such a
positive reaction to membership and have no doubt it
will continue to grow.
If you would like more information on the fantastic work of the Women’s Recycling
Alliance, you can contact Sarah directly at sarah.sanpher@the-wra.com

www.shield360.co.uk

/shield360NWLtd

+44 (0) 1172 441910

/company/shield360nw-ltd

info@shield360.co.uk
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Graduate Fashion Week
Graduate Fashion Week brings together over 40 universities
and showcases the top students’ creative collections to the
general public.
As stated on their website, ‘Graduate Fashion Week bridges the
gap between graduation and employment and is responsible for
launching the careers of some of the most successful designers
of our time.’

Using over 20,000 garment labels, Mariah created her outstanding
collection.
‘Each individual label had to be stitched. It took a while,’ Mariah
laughed. But the time Mariah spent on the creation of her
collection demonstrated something bigger: waste fabric could be
re-purposed and it could be achieved in a stylish, creative manner.
Whilst 20,000 labels may seem like a lot, Mariah
told us, ‘It’s only the smallest dent in the fabric
waste I witnessed whilst I was on my placement.’
Mariah’s collection begs the question – if this is
what can be achieved with the smallest amount
of waste fabric, what can be achieved with the
biggest?

28 students are selected from the 40
universities and all stand a chance at
winning a series of different awards.
Mariah Esa, 23, from De Montfort
University and former PCA VISION
2019 contestant, was among the
top 28 students. Mariah’s innovation,
determination and dedicated work-ethic
saw her shortlisted at PCA VISION 2019;
these same qualities led to her incredible win of Shein’s People’s
Choice Award.
Mariah’s collection was astounding. Her focus rested on the
huge amount of textile waste within the fashion industry. In
creating her collection, Mariah sought measures to repurpose
the waste. After visiting a manufacturer in Leicester and
witnessing the vast amount of waste products – from paper to
sample fabrics – Mariah stated, ‘It was crazy to see the sheer
amount thrown out. All I focused on was ‘how can I respond to
this? How can this fabric be re-purposed?’
This drove Mariah to the innovation behind her design.
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PCA VISION has always championed the talents
of student designers, particularly those breaking
into the industry and it gave the PCIAW® great
joy to be able to speak with Mariah to personally celebrate her win.
The obvious shift to sustainable measures is industry-wide – both
in fast fashion and professional clothing – and we wanted to know
where Mariah had set her goals for the future. ‘I want to stick with
working in sustainability. I want to look into working with other
fashion companies to implement, if not full sustainable measures,
then at least sustainable fabrics.’
The PCIAW® is overjoyed with Mariah’s success and wish her all
the best in the future. For more information about PCA VISION and
how to enter, please visit:
pciaw.org/pca-vision/pca-vision-2020
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High on Heels,
Low on Freedom
Should women, in this age, be forced to wear high heels,
however uncomfortable it may be, citing ‘corporate
culture?

But for some, they could be their Achilles heel too, pun

The jury is out following a protest campaign by women in
Japan recently. What is the view in India with a high number of
women working in the corporate sector today?

moment the powers that be an issue a dress diktat, those same

Is it mandatory for women to wear high heels at the
workplace? A raging debate has been going on in Japan where
actress and writer Yumi Ishikawa submitted a petition to the
country’s labour ministry complaining against an employerimposed diktat that makes high heels a part of women’s dress
code in the office.

A Kolkata-based psychologist says that “It’s all about beauty in

This is the latest on this issue what started in 2015 as Nicola
Thorpe, a receptionist at finance firm PwC in London, was sent
home without pay in December 2015, for wearing flat shoes to
work. Thorpe dug in her heels, literally, and started an online
campaign that gathered more than 152,400 signatures, as per
media reports, and it even figured in the Parliament debates
pressurising the government to review workplace dress codes.

Meanwhile, good things are happening with the rise in protests

But the government said laws in place were already “adequate”
to deal with discrimination on gender grounds – a decision
that Thorpe, who had been directed to wear 2-4 inches of
heels to work, called “a cop-out”.
The British government also rejected proposals from women
to outlaw companies from forcing their women employees to
wear high heels to work.
High heels and stilettos have been intrinsic to the attire of the
well-heeled and the fashion-conscious for some time now.
PCIAW®VOICE
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intended. It involves the issue of choice too. She may like to
add a few inches to her height by wearing high heels, but the
pair of heels take that society a few steps back into regressive
gender politics.
the eye of the beholder. Men and women have different walking
gaits. Female feet and the various ways to clad them have
always been under the male scanner because certain types of
shoes make the female gait even more attractive, at least to
the male gaze.”
against the ‘heel dress code’. The Canadian province of British
Columbia has banned dress codes which require women
employees to wear high heels to the workplace. The local
government has ruled that such requirements are a health and
safety issue.
Doctors have been warning against the health hazards of
constantly wearing high heels. These include lower back
ache, sore calf muscles, overall muscle pain and spasms and
feet pain due to change in the walking gait, especially at
the ankles and big toes, and damage to toenails, apart from
other risks.
Most women feel their feet should be left alone. Society, heal
thyself!
For more information visit: www.dailyexcelsior.com
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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Newest Members of the
PCIAW®
As the PCIAW® continues to grow, new members are joining
us every day.
Attracted by the many benefits that membership offers, we are
constantly welcoming companies into our association.
Whether a supplier or a buyer, companies are discovering
that becoming a member of the PCIAW® gives them access to
resources and expertise tailored to the professional clothing
industry.
Here are three of the latest companies to benefit from the vast
reservoir of knowledge on offer.
Raymond, Sizer and Size Stream joined us and we are delighted
to welcome them.

Sizer Technologies
Sizer Technologies are a young start-up
company who have developed game
changing fit technology that obtains
accurate body measurements of workers
and provides size recommendations to
achieve best fitting clothing and uniforms.
“We exhibited at the PCIAW® Summit” said Nicole Levitt, Sizer’s
Vice President of Marketing. “It was a great success.”

Raymond
The winners of Best Manufacturer
2019 at the Professional Clothing
Awards, Raymond have an
extremely powerful presence in the professional clothing
industry. They have over 1,000 stores in India alone and supply
organisations and customers from the automobile, airline school
and hospital industry.
Founded in 1925, they are based in Mumbai, India and ranked
as one of the most trusted brands of India by the Brand Trust
Report of 2014.
They have an inherent understanding of the need for comfort
and class, a non-negotiable attitude when it comes to quality.

Size Stream
Size Stream offer a completely
different, but vital, product to the
professional clothing industry.
They are one of the leading
companies in the world when it comes to body measuring. Their
revolutionary technology has enabled their customers to make
sure that staff members are fitted perfectly for uniforms. A

Sizer are a leader in their field, and it gives us great pleasure
to welcome them into the PCIAW® family. Despite being a
relatively new company, their impact on the Professional
Clothing industry has been startling.

task that, in the past, has been a time consuming and tedious

We are delighted to have them as a new member of the
PCIAW®. We always recognise and applaud innovation and
inventiveness and their work has been truly ground-breaking.

Two million body data points can be captured in eight seconds

The accurate sizing and fitting of uniforms and workwear is
crucial. With their new platform, Sizer have ensured that the
time spent measuring employees for well-fitted uniforms is kept
to a minimum. Sizer’s forward-looking ideas have revolutionised
this task and, a remote home scanning feature is also available
for absent or travelling workers. Sizer’s forward-looking ideas
have revolutionised this task.
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process often causing lost revenue to the company involved,
has been replaced by Size Stream’s quick fire and incredibly
accurate technology.
using this remarkable and ground-breaking system.
So, whether it is as a decades old supplier of corporate wear
or as modern purveyors of the most cutting edge technology,
Raymond, Sizer and Size Stream found that the PCIAW® had
something to offer them; with one based in India, one in Israel
and the other in the U.S., we can gladly emphasise the global
reach of the PCIAW®
We are proud to welcome them all as members.
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PCIAW Summit
and Awards 2020
®

16 & 17 June 2020, Radisson Blu
Edwardian, London Heathrow

Milliken & Company is proud to be the
partner of the 2020 Summit & Awards

See Milliken & Company at A+A in Hall 3 Booth #H40
The countdown is on.
There are just nine months to go until the PCIAW® Summit
and Awards 2020.
Sponsored by our partners Milliken & Company, this
prestigious event will take place on June 17th and 18th in
the luxurious surroundings of the Radisson Blu Edwardian
Hotel, Heathrow.
Voted Best Airport Hotel in the World by Business
Traveller magazine in 2010, this flagship of the Radisson
chain is the perfect venue for such a worldwide event,
situated just ten minutes from one of the biggest
international airports in the world.
There will be guests and speakers flying in from all
corners of the world including India, the U.S., Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and many parts of Europe.
Choosing the venue for the PCIAW® Summit and Awards
is crucial and the Radisson Blu was chosen to reflect
the truly global nature of the PCIAW®. The ever-growing
popularity of the event dictates that the venue must be
large enough to accommodate the needs of the PCIAW®

as well as reflecting the level of luxury that has become
synonymous with this event. The Radisson Blu, Heathrow
fits the bill perfectly.
Such was the success of the 2019 event, we recommend
you reserving your tickets NOW.
Tables are already selling briskly for the PCIAW® Awards
and tickets for the Summit are proving to be just as
popular. In 2019 we welcomed more than 200 guests to
the Summit and over 300 to the Awards dinner and this
year we are expecting even more.
Don’t be left out.
We’d also recommend you getting your nominations for
our different award categories in early too. Nominations
began from 1st September.
Awards range from PPE Innovation of the Year to Business
Manager of the Year so there is something for everyone.
The PCIAW® Summit and Awards evening are always
great opportunities for networking.
What are you waiting for?

PCIAW®
A selection of members organised by category
Accessories

Clothing

Equipment

Cintas

Anivec

Cintas

Cintas leads the industry in

promotional products, first

The representatives of the
Portuguese apparel and
clothing industry in many
national institutions.

aid, safety, fire protection

Web: anivec.com

products and services, and

Tel: (+35) 1226 165 470

Cintas Corporation provides
products and services to
over 1 million customers from
independent auto repair
shops to large hotel chains.
Web: cintas.com
Tel: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

providing entrance and logo
mats, restroom supplies,

industrial carpet and tile
cleaning.

RAYMOND LTD.

Web: cintas.com
Tel: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

RAYMOND is geared up to
provide complete solution for
all B2B International clients
for Corporate clothing.

PDC BIG

Organizational commitment
for a ambitious growth of
B2B business in India and
beyond.

We provide our customers
with innovative ID products
that identify and help to
protect the safety of their
people.
PDC BIG, part of the
Brady Corporation, is a
global leader in people
identification.
We offer you the widest
range of people identification
products available on the
market:
Web: pdc-big.co.uk
Tel +44 208 614 8958

Snickers
Workwear
For over 40 years,
Snickers Workwear has
led the market in the
design and manufacture
of a wide range of
easy-care garments and
accessories for craftsmen
and women.
Web:
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)1484 85 44 88
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W. L. Gore &
Associates Inc
Gore opened its first European
presence in London in 1964,
selling electronics products.
Web: gore-tex.co.uk
Tel: 07867 906 287

Shield360NW Ltd
Shield360 is a high quality provider
of work wear and PPE solutions,
working with a wide range of
clients across a variety industries.

Web: raymond.in
Tel: +98 19009474

Incorporatewear
Makers of uniforms that
encapsulate the brand and
empower the wearers.

Web: shield360.co.uk
Tel: 07551 979 891

Services

Web: incorporatewear.co.uk
Tel: 07919 166 917

One of the longest
established and most
experienced uniform and PPE
providers.
Web:
hunterapparelsolutions.com
Tel: +44 (0)28 7126 2542

Polymark
Innovative heat transfers,
emblems and tapes, offering
a comprehensive range of
branding and identification
solutions.
Web: polymark.co.uk
Tel: 07973 158828
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W. L. Gore &
Associates Inc
Gore has created numerous
products and fibre
technologies for diverse
industries.
Web: gore-tex.co.uk
Tel: 07867 906 287

Milliken and
Company
Meeting the highperformance and comfort
expectations of today’s
consumer in a wide range of
markets.
Web: milliken.com
Tel: 6149373318

Hunter
One of the longest
established and most

Cintas

Hunter

Fabrics

Cintas corporation provides highly
specialised products and services
to over a million customers.
Web: cintas.com
Tel: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

Sizer
A young start-up company which
has developed game-changing
technology that obtains accurate
body measurements of its users.
Web: sizer.me
Tel: (+97) 2544 232 478

experienced uniform and
PPE providers.
Web:
hunterapparelsolutions.com
Tel: +44 (0)28 7126 2542

Carrington Textiles
Ltd
Carrington is the largest

producer of workwear
fabrics in the UK, producing
over 50 million metres

Tag Search & Select Ltd
UK and internationally recognised
head hunters that operate within
niche areas of industry.
Web: tagsearchandselect.com
Tel: 01274 614 103
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of fabric annually, and
exporting to more than 75
countries worldwide.
Web: carrington.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)7712 873 739
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Four Five Branding: Family
Business and Family Values

Four Five Branding is a family owned business based in
Leamington Spa with decades of experience within the
corporate wear market. We are a creative, innovative and
unconventional company with a fresh approach to bespoke
clothing, uniforms and PPE.
With a full team of dedicated designers who
can design and create bespoke uniforms and
clothing that is comfortable, stylish, flattering
for all body shapes, ages and religions.

We are also able to design, develop and create a unique
range of innovative fabrics for your brand. Fabrics that have
technical membranes, wicking capabilities, UV protection,
organic fabrics and natural properties that are fresh, ethical
and environmentally friendly.
As we become increasingly aware of
the damaging environmental effects
of non-recyclable materials, attitudes
towards sourcing now place a greater
focus on products that are recyclable,
reusable, biodegradable or produced from
sustainable resources.

Four Five Branding is a unique company as we
are fortunate to own our factory. Where we
offer a flexible service with minimum order
quantities as little as 50 pieces. Pantone® dyed
fabrics start at 125 pieces with only a 2-3-week
lead time. We do not have to hold excessive
stocks which reduces your stock liability.
Our team can tailor make trousers at no extra cost, simply
provide us with waist and leg lengths and we will make to
order. Then ship as man packs individually labelled as per your
colleague’s requirements.

From recycled fabrics such as linen, hemp,
organic and cotton. Four Five Branding
has developed a range of labels, trims
and packaging that also help lower the
impact on the environment.
For more information visit:
linkedin.com/in/four-five-branding-84631b144

Sustainability for the Future
ensure that uniform standards apply across all
facilities.

From T-shirts and polo shirts to
sweatshirts and fleece jackets, all Fruit of
the Loom textiles are certified according
to the Oeko-Tex Standard 100 and
therefore comply with the Sustainability
Code and the Environmental Protection
Code.

Fair working conditions are the top priority
here and compliance with the WRAP principles,
which relate to areas such as child labour,
working hours and workplace regulations, is
of absolute importance to Fruit of the Loom.
Furthermore, Fruit of the Loom is also a
member of amfori, the world’s leading business
association for open and sustainable trade.

However, textiles aren’t the only outstanding
example of sustainability and the
preservation of our planet. We make sure
that the manufacturing process meets these
requirements too. The Fruit Code is a code
of conduct which defines basic requirements.
These conditions must be met by all
production sites in equal measures in order to

So, you can be sure that Fruit of the Loom is
doing everything it can to sustainably promote
our future.
For more information visit:
www.karkalis-communications.com

Going Boldly: Textiles Look Forward
Textile designers are the high-wire performers of the contract
industry: See them bound effortlessly from construction to
colour theory to production; look at them deftly balancing art
and science on a razor’s edge. And as they do this, many of
these designers are also acting as stewards of material history.
Case in point: Christiane Müller—the designer behind HBF’s new
Lost & Found Collection—has created a series of upholstery
and drapery textiles that utilize or reinterpret techniques ranging
from embroidery, which has its origins in prehistory, to ancient
PCIAW®VOICE
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Egyptian needle punching. But Müller goes a step further, pulling off
a hat trick: For many of them, she has deployed recycled yarns and
rapidly renewable content to give them sustainable bona fides.
So, let’s throw a rose to the designers. These collections prove
that great textiles are timeless—though, thankfully, technology
can lend a hand in making products long lasting, and less harmful
to the earth.
For more information visit: www.metropolismag.com
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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Clothing

,
Raymond s President
of Textiles on Fuelling
Digital Transformation
Sudhanshu Pokhriyal, President of
Textiles at Raymond, firmly believes
that a digital transformation is a topdown approach. Taking the lead on the
initiative, he has devised an innovative
digital strategy that enhances customer
experience while helping retailers in their business.
Digital transformation is extensively making inroads into
corporate boardrooms. According to Altimeter, an independent
research consulting firm, though a successful digital
transformation is an enterprise-wide effort, 23% of CEOs are
increasingly playing a leadership role in this area. Cashing in
on the trends and helming digitization efforts at one of India’s
largest textile companies, Raymond, is its President of Textiles,
Sudhanshu Pokhriyal.
In an exclusive interaction with ETCIO,
Pokhriyal talks about a range of digital
initiatives at Raymond that are positively
impacting the supply chain and
customer experience.

In the Made to Order (MTO) business,
Raymond offers between 6000-9000
products at its trade shows to retailers,
who in turn chooses around 300-1000 products for his customers.
This cycle is repeated every season. However, without any data on
customer preference, there is a pile-up of inventory leading to a
major wastage by the end of the season. This leads to an end-ofseason sale, which impacts the company’s profitability.
Pokhriyal had to find a solution to it. Midas, a B2B tool that
amalgamates the entire dealer network thereby easing
and speeding up the order intake process and maintaining
transparency in the network. The tool provides a three-fold
benefit: The complete catalog of product is available in real-time.
A dealer can order even a single SKU and smallest unit length,
thereby bidding farewell to the minimum order quantity. The
dealers are kept informed and engaged with notifications about
campaigns and events.
PCIAW®VOICE
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“The retailer is able to choose all the products (MTA or MTO) as
they are always available digitally. We have ensured a far larger
reach for all our products,” says Pokhriyal. Elaborating on it he says,
while the trade show restricted the product visibility to a mere
3000 retailers, Midas ensures the product is digitally available to
100,000 outlets. The reach-in Karnataka and Maharashtra have
increased five times.
Centralized dashboard: Data is the new oil that can help in
intelligent decision making by companies. To not be left behind in
the race, Raymond created a centralized dashboard wherein every
single order made can be tracked on a
real-time basis.
“As we have real-time orders being
placed, we can analyze if retail has been
good as we have all the information
available on our centralized dashboard.
This helps us in planning our supply
chain better. We get information on
preferred fabric by our customers,
the area with the greatest number of
customers, etc. which helps us deliver
better,” says Sudhanshu.

Raymond’s entire portfolio is divided
into two parts: Made to Order (MTO)
and Made to Available (MTA) categories.
MTAs are never out of stock and are
replenished every 48 hours, while
MTOs are dispatched within a period
of six months, to ensure timely arrival in
keeping with seasonal requirements.
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On the back end though, the app collects consumer data that
helps analyze the market scenario in real-time. It helps business
in intelligent decision making while ensuring at least minimum
inventory in their stores.

Maap: An app, Maap, (Hindi for
measurement), was created considering
the needs of a tailor. A roadside tailor
operating his store needs to maintain a
record of all his customers. Through this
app he can also send out emails. There
are already 600 installations across the country.
“Giving this app free of cost to tailors across the country helps
maintain our tailor ecosystem across the country. It also allows us
to know the kind of designs customers are demanding, and the
measurements and profile of customers. It enables us to create
data which is extremely useful,” says Sudhanshu.
Next on Sudhanshu’s priority list is the implementation of an AI
project in the manufacturing plant. When the fabric is made, it is
tested in terms of its quality and appending is done. In case, any
corrections are needed to be made, it is done manually.
“We are partnering with some international firms to use AI to
analyse fabrics, which would help make this process faster, better
and more efficient,” concludes Sudhanshu.
For more information, visit www.raymond.in
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The Secret to Dry
and Hygienic PPE

Personal protective equipment, PPE, is used intensively in various industries
to protect the wearer against dangers in the workplace. As a result,
protective clothing, shoes, gloves, helmets and other types of PPE are
exposed to dirty work environments. This can influence the protective
function of PPE. Good maintenance is therefore essential to maintain its
function.
Proper maintenance of work clothes contributes to the safety of employees. It is
important that protective clothing is properly cleaned and dried after use. Many
protective clothes such as fireproof or reflective clothing cannot undergo the
programs of conventional washing machines or tumble dryers. Proper and gentle
handling of the materials is an absolute necessity to ensure PPE keeps its protective
function.
Protective clothing can not only lose its function due to external factors, also
internal factors make a contribution. Clothes are also exposed to contamination
from the inside due to perspiration. This can lead to bacterial growth and
unpleasant odours, which has a negative impact on the health and comfort of
the wearer. As healthy workers are more focused on their jobs and more alert to
safety risks, buying into health is the best return on investment any company can
generate. It is therefore important that the clothes are properly dried after a hard
day’s work, preferably from the inside out.
The Dutch company Pronomar has been providing drying systems for work clothes
in various industries. Worldwide, numerous companies make grateful use of their
equipment to dry coveralls, jackets, trousers, boots, gloves, masks and hats. The
systems dry the clothing by means of a large amount of air that flows directly into
the clothes. This internal drying ensures that the clothes are dried within a short
amount of time. The energy-efficient dryers are a real asset for companies that
want their employees to start their shifts comfortably. At the same it, it extends
the lifespan of the costly PPE. Due to the robust quality of the drying equipment
(stainless steel 304 or 316), the systems can be used in all segments and industries,
onshore and offshore.

150 YEARS
AND COUNTING

We’ve come a long way since we
set up our first tailor’s shop in
1869. From those small beginnings,
we’ve evolved to become one of the
country’s foremost Workwear and
Corporate Clothing Specialists.
Now in our 150th year, we remain
proud of our illustrious heritage
combined with our reputation
for high quality uniforms and
outstanding customer service.
Cheers to 150 Years!

01924 375 951
sugdens@wsg.co.uk
wmsugden.co.uk
@wmsugdens

For more information visit: www.offshorewind.biz
PCIAW®VOICE
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PCIAW News
®

Top CEOs must act
on a commitment
to transparency and
sustainability

Do you have the
right eyewear for
the job?

It’s easy to be cynical
about the new statement from the Business Roundtable, which
recently revised its longstanding philosophy on the purpose
of a corporation. Much of what has been written since that
announcement has downplayed its importance.

Eye safety is a must when
it comes to working in the
construction industry. In fact, safety glasses are a part of the
basic protection required for tradesmen to be allowed in the
workplace. However, according to Bollé Safety, many workers
aren’t wearing adequate eye protection needed.

pciaw.org/industry-news/top-ceos-must-act-on-acommitment-to-transparency-and-sustainability

pciaw.org/industry-news/do-you-have-the-right-eyewearfor-the-job

Should my business
get a uniform?
While you’re probably
pretty adept at running
your business there are
wider questions at play about the direction your business
wants to take on a cultural scale and this is where the first
questions of uniform come into play.
pciaw.org/industry-news/should-my-business-get-a-uniform

Enhancing cotton’s
natural properties

UK corporate
warnings on Brexit
soar
The number of UK
companies including
warnings over Brexit in their annual reports has more than
doubled in the past six months as the threat of a no-deal exit
from the EU has increased, according to filings from medium
and large businesses to Companies House.
pciaw.org/industry-news/uk-corporate-warnings-on-brexitsoar-amid-no-deal-fears

If anyone doubts the
staying power of cotton,
consider that it was
used 7,000 years ago for
clothing in Ancient India, according to “The History of Clothing.”
Its popularity has only continued, as modern performance
technology has enhanced cotton’s natural properties so brands
and designers can meet consumer demand for the fibre.
pciaw.org/industry-news/new-performance-tech-hasenhanced-cottons-natural-properties

Which country
is becoming a
sustainability leader?

Study reveals
that bosses who
bully can impact
workplace safety
Supervisors who bully employees may negatively affect
workplace safety, as well as worker well-being and morale,
results of a recent study led by a researcher from Portland State
University suggest.
pciaw.org/industry-news/a-study-reveals-that-bosses-whobully-can-negatively-impact-workplace-safety

Corporate clothing
market to witness
huge growth by
2024

• What country saw electric
vehicle sales increase by
62% in 2018 while sales of fossil fuel cars sank by 3%?

• What country was responsible for very nearly one-third of all
renewables investments globally in 2018?

The report provides a
comprehensive Corporate Clothing Market analysis and forecast
along with the recent trends influencing the Market. While
highlighting the key driving and restraining forces for this
market, the report also provides a detailed study of the future
trends and developments of the market.

pciaw.org/industry-news/you-wouldnt-believe-whichcountry-is-becoming-a-sustainability-leader

pciaw.org/industry-news/corporate-clothing-market-towitness-huge-growth-by-2024

• What country added the most solar photovoltaic generation
capacity in 2018 – more than the U.S., Japan, and Germany
combined?
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Sustainability News

The Future of Business and
Why Sustainability Matters
Tough choices, turbulent world—these are the challenges
that today’s CEOs face.
Globalization 4.0 is changing the business equation that now,
they have to aim for sustainability with the same vigor they put
in pursuing profitability targets.
As discontent with the old order continues to escalate
because of perceived global imbalance, people are turning to
businesses to help solve society’s problems.
The 2019 Management Association of the Philippines (MAP)
CEO Conference boldly brings this discussion in a forum that
will tackle the future of business and how business leaders can
navigate the pressure points in this emerging world order.
Thought leaders will provide insights that can help expand the
arsenal of strategies and options as they face the future.
With climate change and sustainability becoming two of the
world’s most serious challenges, businesses have to review the
way they operate alongside governments and communities to
address the triple bottom line—profits, people, planet.
Keynote speaker Eur. Ing. Henry K.H. Wang (president, Gate
International) will speak on “Business Sustainability Impacts
and Future Developments,” sharing his extensive knowledge on
energy and sustainable business.
A figure in the international speaking circuit, Mr. Wang has
published over 100 papers and speeches plus several books on
climate change and renewable energy and holds international
patents on new process inventions.
Author and innovation strategy consultant Deepa Prahalad will
explore the profound changes that are moving the needle to
PCIAW®VOICE
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close the gap between the haves and the have-nots. With the
business environment continuously in a state of flux, it’s time
to realize “The New Fortune at the Bottom of the Pyramid.”
Ms. Pralahad’s book, “Predictable Magic: Unleash the Power of
Design Strategy to Transform Your Business,” was selected by
Fast Company as one of the Best Design Books of the Year. She
will share her thoughts about emerging markets and innovation.
Businesses cannot operate in a vacuum and they have to
pay attention to their stakeholders—regulators, investors,
employees, governments and NGOs alike. Companies are
now expected to disclose their sustainability efforts and
performance, yet many still have to define the linkage between
what they do and the value these create for their businesses
and stakeholders. Sustainability is more than just a compliance
requirement; it is poised to become a core business agenda.
In “How Sustainability Practices Impact Shareholder Value,”
Andrew WK Chan (Sustainability & Climate Change Leader,
PWC South East Asian Consulting Services, Malaysia) will
share the insights gained from PWC’s research, especially on
the factors that will establish the link between sustainability
performance and value creation.
All these raging issues cannot just be plain talk. Social
entrepreneurs are showing through their initiatives that
development can be a major undertaking that can combine
doing well by doing good.
The future of business places people front and center. Today’s
competitiveness will hinge in a large measure on the ability of
organizations to leverage their human capital.
For more information visit: business.inquirer.net
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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PRODUCT VOICE
Be seen in the Product
Voice classifieds in every
issue of the magazine.

Corprotex Apparel
Ltd.

Tel: +44 (0) 1908 411 415

2A Midland Street, Ardwick
Manchester
M12 6LB
Tel: 0161 223 2226
Web: www.corprotex.com

Email: info@pciaw.org

Jermyn
Street
Design

Name
Badges
Int’l (UK)

34 Galena Road,
Hammersmith
London
W6 0LT
Tel: 020 8563 5000
Web: www.jsd.co.uk

Insignia House, Vale Road,
Spilsby, Lincolnshire, England
PE23 5HE
Tel: 01790 755 855
Fax: 01790 755 856

CORDURA®

Rodo
Lumb Lane, Droylsden

Ermin Street, Brockworth
Gloucester
GL3 4HP

Greater Manchester

Tel: +44 (0)1452 633723
Web: www.cordura.com

www.blackrockworkwear.co.uk

Magnum Footwear
Aviation Way
Southend-on-sea, Essex
SS2 6GH
Tel: 01702 541741
Web: www.magnumboots.com

Cobmex

M43 7BU
Tel: +44 (0) 161 371 6400

Badgemaster Ltd.
Hazelford Way Industrial Park
Newstead, Nottingham
Nottinghamshire,
NG15 0DQ
Tel: 01623 723112
Web: www.badgemaster.co.uk

Innovative People ID Solutions

YKK Ltd

Brickfield House
High Road, Thornwood

Carrington
Textiles Ltd.

Epping, Essex
CM16 6TH

Market Street, Adlington
Chorley, Lancashire PR7 4HJ
Tel: 01257 476 850
Web: www.carrington.co.uk.

Tel: +44 (0) 800 852 7286
Email: enquiry@cobmex.com
Web: www.cobmex.co.uk

Cooneen

Snickers Workwear

23 Cooneen Road
Fivemiletown, County Tyrone,
Northern Ireland,
BT75 0NE
Tel: 028 8952 1401
Web: www.cooneengroup.com

Unit N3 Gate 4
Meltham Mills Ind Estate
Homfirth, HD9 4DS
Tel: 01484 854788
www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

Head Office
& Manufacturing Centre
Whitehouse Industrial Estate
Runcorn, Cheshire, WA7 3BW
Tel: 0207 448 1333
Web: www.ykkeurope.com

Williamson-Dickie
Europe Ltd.
Second Avenue
Westfield Trading Est.
Midsomer Norton, Radstock
BA3 4BH
Tel: 01761 419419
www.dickiesworkwear.com

PDC BIG
5 Hampton Hill Business Park
High Street, Hampton Hill
TW12 1NP
Tel: 0203 056 8937
Email: mcannata@pdcorp.com
Web: www.pdc-big.co.uk

Clubclass
Corporate Clothing
A1 Larsen Road
Goole, East Yorkshire
DN14 6XF
Tel: 01405 782780

SERVICESVOICE
ecmanage bv
ecmanage is the system for the complete ordering process of company clothing, personal
protective equipment (PPE) and other personal equipment. The company was founded by Ron
Wessels and Evert van Es in 2006.
Ecmanage bv, Amperelaan 4, 2289 CD Rijswijk, Netherlands
www.ecmanage.co.uk t: +31(0) 70 415 71 20 E: info@ecmanage.co.uk
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